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Pervasive computing environments typically change frequently in terms of available resources and

their properties. Applications in pervasive computing use contexts to capture these changes and

adapt their behaviors accordingly. However, contexts available to these applications may be abnor-

mal or imprecise due to environmental noises. This may result in context inconsistencies, which

imply that contexts conflict with each other. The inconsistencies may set such an application into

a wrong state or lead the application to misadjust its behavior. It is thus desirable to detect and

resolve the context inconsistencies in a timely way. One popular approach is to detect context incon-

sistencies when contexts breach certain consistency constraints. Existing constraint checking tech-

niques recheck the entire expression of each affected consistency constraint upon context changes.

When a changed context affects only a constraint’s subexpression, rechecking the entire expression

can adversely delay the detection of other context inconsistencies. This article proposes a rigorous

approach to identifying the parts of previous checking results that are reusable without entire

rechecking. We evaluated our work on the Cabot middleware through both simulation experiments

and a case study. The experimental results reported that our approach achieved over a fifteenfold

performance improvement on context inconsistency detection than conventional approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In pervasive computing, environmental information is categorized as contexts
[Ranganathan et al. 2004; Salber et al. 1999], and applications rely on con-
texts to adapt their behaviors for their users [Henricksen and Indulska 2004b;
Ranganathan and Campbell 2003]. Real-life contexts perceived by sensors, such
as temperatures, vehicle speeds, and object locations, are noisy and transient
[Bunningen et al. 2005; Henricksen and Indulska 2004b; Xu and Cheung 2005].
On the one hand, streams of contexts, representing a sheer amount of data,
open the door for applications to adapt their behaviors. On the other hand,
noises of contexts, cloaking transient but desirable ones in the streams, pre-
vent the applications from using contexts effectively. The transient, streaming,
and voluminous nature of contexts demand an extremely lightweight approach
to identifying desirable contexts before their expiry. In this article, we propose
a technique known as partial constraint checking (PCC) to address these chal-
lenges.

We refer to an application that adjusts its behavior based on its environ-
mental information as a context-aware application and the pieces of interest-
ing environmental information as contexts [Ranganathan et al. 2004; Salber
et al. 1999]. One promising way to validate contexts is to check them against
specified consistency constraints [Nentwich et al. 2003b; Tarr and Clarke 1998]
that enforce the relationships among correlated contexts [Gehrke and Madden
2004]. To ease our discussion, we call a set of contexts inconsistent when they
collectively violate a consistency constraint, and each violation a context in-
consistency. With such constraints, the associated context-aware applications
can benefit from the detection of context inconsistencies as illustrated in the
following three example scenarios. At the same time, these scenarios further
illustrate that such benefits would rely on an on-the-fly technique to detect
context inconsistencies.

—An RFID-based (RFID stands for radio frequency identification) warehouse
system requires a smooth workflow and thus must resolve missed RFID read-
ings or erroneous ones originated from goods with RFID tags. Too much mis-
placement of goods will adversely affect the smooth operations of the ware-
house, defying the purpose of using such a system to automate the workflow of
the warehouse. Timely detection of RFID context inconsistencies offers a so-
lution to allow prompt adjustments of the affected RFID readers or antennas.
For instance, the system may autoadjust the affected readers’ transmitting
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powers to improve instantly the quality of RFID readings, which leads to a
better warehouse management.

—A city may have deployed an urban transport planning system that performs
instant traffic planning based on the real-time locations of public vehicles
(e.g., taxis and buses). In certain traffic zones, signals can be weak, envi-
ronmental noises are heavy, and traffic may or may not be congested. If the
system is able to detect a high degree of location context inconsistencies
without exhausting its resources, it may instruct the vehicles in these zones
to report their locations more frequently. This allows the system to identify
the detailed traffic situation and then coordinate the traffic in the zones more
effectively.

—A wireless sensor network application may contain problematic sensor motes
that keep returning inconsistent sensory data. The application may selec-
tively disable these motes’ in situ processing, and instruct them to report
their primary sensory data directly to specific base stations. Such on-the-fly
data isolation helps prevent the application from disabling the in situ pro-
cessing of all sensor motes, and enable the other motes to conserve their
battery powers by not wasting energy to transmit data from these problem-
atic motes.

We propose our PCC technique in this article for the on-the-fly detection of
context inconsistencies. PCC maximizes the reuse of previous checking results to
detect new context inconsistencies incrementally. It relies on a key data struc-
ture, consistency computation tree, to maintain reusable checking results and
identify nonreusable results. PCC’s incremental granularity is much smaller
than conventional techniques. This makes that it can work much more effi-
ciently. We shall compare our PCC approach to existing work in Section 3.3, and
explain why the existing work is inadequate to support context consistency
checking in pervasive computing.

Our simulation experiments in the later evaluation section reveal that
PCC could achieve fifteenfold improvement in performance over conventional
constraint checking approaches. In addition, our case study shows that PCC

merely missed 0.1% of all detectable context inconsistencies, whereas more than
half of all detectable context inconsistencies had been missed by conventional
approaches.

The article extends its preliminary version [Xu et al. 2006], which introduced
how to perform incremental checking on first-order logic based formulas, and
has the following extended contributions:

—refinement of constraint checking semantics for all formula types;

—complementary theorems and proofs to establish the correctness of our
approach;

—comprehensive simulation experiments for studying the impacts of the check-
ing workload, freshness need, checking strategy, and number of formula
types; and

—a real-life case study to compare the practical performance difference between
our partial constraint checking and conventional approaches.
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Throughout the article, we assume that a middleware infrastructure is
available to support context-aware applications. Recent examples of such mid-
dleware infrastructures include Gaia [Ranganathan et al. 2002, 2004; Ran-
ganathan and Campbell 2003; Roman et al. 2002], RCSM [Tse et al. 2004; Yau
and Karim 2004; Yau et al. 2002], CARISMA [Capra et al. 2003], EgoSpaces
[Julien and Roman 2002, 2006], LIME [Murphy et al. 2006], and Cabot [Lu
et al. 2006; Xu and Cheung 2005; Xu et al. 2004]. In such architecture, vari-
ous context sources (e.g., wireless sensors, RFID readers, application profiles,
and software algorithms) provide contexts to the middleware, which in turn
feeds selected contexts to applications running on top of the middleware. We
also assume the following three settings for ease of discussion. First, context
inconsistency detection is deployed as a context management service of the
middleware infrastructure. Second, all contexts are represented in a standard-
ized format to alleviate the “source heterogeneity” problem [Henricksen and
Indulska 2004a, 2004b]. Third, context sources may have already performed
some preliminary filtering work to alleviate noise problems (in sensor and RFID
readings) at a data collection level, and such techniques are not the focus of this
article.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We present a running exam-
ple in Section 2 to motivate the need for identifying wrong contexts and using
consistency constraints to locate inconsistent contexts. We introduce the pre-
liminaries of context modeling for pervasive computing and propose a declar-
ative constraint language in Section 3. Our context definition follows tradi-
tional key-value pair models, and supports the retrieval of historical context
values. This treatment enables us to specify consistency constraints of a wider
range. We present in Section 4 our formal model for checking consistency con-
straints. The model focuses on two closely related research issues: partial truth
value evaluation and partial link generation. They explain how to determine
effectively whether a consistency constraint has been violated and how the
associated violation has occurred, respectively. We present an algorithm that
implements the formal model and analyze its time and space complexity in
Section 5, which is followed by a performance evaluation in Section 6. Both the
complexity analysis and performance evaluation unveil that our approach is
effective and efficient. We further present a case study in Section 7 to evaluate
how to apply our approach in practice and illustrate its superior performance
compared to benchmarking approaches. Finally, we present the related work in
Section 8, and conclude the article in Section 9. The online appendices at ACM’s
Digital Library1 provide proofs of various theorems, as noted throughout the
article.

2. A RUNNING EXAMPLE

The RFID technology has many applications in pervasive computing, such as
warehouse and supply chain management [Cocci et al. 2008], healthcare and
pharmaceuticals [Garfinkel and Rosenberg 2005], postal services [Harrop and

1www.acm.org.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the running example.

Holland 2005], and surveillance [Hinze 2003]. One of the major reasons is its
ability to identify RFID tags physically covered by the other objects. However,
the RFID technology also delivers unique challenges to practical deployments
as analyzed in the following.

The RFID technology comprises three components: antennae, readers, and
tags. Through antenna communications, readers may track goods attached with
tags. There are, however, two well-known reliability problems with practical
RFID deployment, namely, the missed read and cross read problems [Jeffery
et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2006].

2.1 Missed Read Scenario

Consider an RFID-enhanced warehouse management scenario [Rao et al. 2006],
as shown in the upper part of Figure 1. In a warehouse, a forklift is responsible
for moving cases from a loading dock to a packaging site. To support automatic
tracking of cases, the forklift is equipped with an RFID reader, and the cases
are also labeled with RFID tags. Furthermore, there is another RFID reader in-
stalled at the packaging site to read tags of any cases that reach the packaging
site. Suppose that each reading at a reader generates a context about the loca-
tion of a tracked case. Ideally, the set of contexts generated at the packaging site
should match those generated at the loading dock before the transportation.

However, the perceived read rate (i.e., the percentage of tags in a reader’s
vicinity that are actually reported) in real-life RFID deployments may fall below
70% [Jeffery et al. 2006]. This means that at least 30% of all contexts may have
been lost. For instance, a tagged case, successfully tracked by the RFID reader
at the loading dock, may have its reading missed at the packaging site. If the
warehouse management system cannot catch this anomaly, the anomaly may
lead to an incorrect inventory ledger.

Suppose that the amount of time for the transportation should be at most
Twait, and contexts at Lload and at Lpack represent that a case is read at the load-
ing dock and at the packaging site, respectively. Then we may design the follow-
ing consistency constraint to detect the above-mentioned missed read problem:
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Constraint Cfollowed: Any perception of an at Lload context about one case must
be followed by that of an at Lpack context about the same case within Twait time.

This constraint would be violated, for instance, if an at Lload context of a case
cannot match with any at Lpack context of the same case within the specified
period Twait. A possible followup repair action is to add an at Lpack context
for this case and set its timestamp in accordance with the timestamps of the
other tagged cases in the same batch of transportation. The repair action may
also generate an error log to ease further analyses and actions (e.g., adjusting
the power levels of the readers that have been involved in this missed read
scenario).

2.2 Cross Read Scenario

A typical solution to the missed read problem from industry is to power up
the readers or increase the sensing coverage of the antennae.2 This alleviates
the missed read problem by making the affected readers more sensitive to ra-
dio signals and thus reducing their read miss rates. On the other hand, an
adjusted RFID reader may incidentally read the other tags. This is generally
known as the cross read problem. Therefore, applications should decide a good
tradeoff between alleviating missed reads and reducing cross reads. In prac-
tice, the problems of cross reads can be affected by a number of factors, such as
tag positions, intertag distances, packaging, speed of production lines, detuned
frequencies, multipath fading, human bodies, ambient radio frequency noises,
humidity, and so on. Many of these factors do vary across time. Therefore, the
RFID parameters [EPC 2009] for readers need to be tuned continually so that
applications may maintain a good balance between missed reads and cross
reads. In the rest of this section, we further illustrate a scenario that detects
context inconsistencies caused by cross reads and suggest how to handle them.

Consider another warehouse management scenario as shown in the lower
part of Figure 1. A forklift is transporting a tagged case to a destination dock
in a warehouse. On reaching the destination dock, an RFID reader installed on
the site reads the tag of the transported case, and generates a context about
the arrival of this case. During the transportation, the tag of this case may be
incidentally read by the other readers (e.g., a reader installed at a docking door).
Such readings can be caused by environmental noises or other factors such as
multipath effects of radio waves, crosstalk between multiple radio channels
from nearby readers, or just because the forklift deviates from its designated
route.

The cross read problem may cause incorrect workflow invocations. In this
scenario, the reader installed at the docking door incidentally reads the tag of
the transported case, and leads to a call for another forklift to transport this
case to a wrong destination.

A consistency constraint can be formulated to alleviate this cross read sce-
nario. Suppose that, upon a case having been successfully transported to its

2From presentations in the 1st China RFID Benchmarking Test Forum:

http://www.cse.ust.hk/News/RFID2008/.
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destination dock (this may take up to Ttrans time), the context of the case would
change from in transit to destination reached. Furthermore, during the trans-
portation, it is logical that the case should not attain any other context such as
at the docking door, which may be generated by irrelevant readers; otherwise,
a context inconsistency occurs. A potential repair action to fix this context in-
consistency is to remove the extra at the docking door context. The system may
also take other repair actions, such as setting up a read threshold or valid tag
table to filter out these reads. We have this consistency constraint as follows:

Constraint Ctransit: A tagged case being transported cannot attain the con-
text ‘at the docking door within Ttrans time before it has attained the context
destination reached.

The two consistency constraints Cfollowed and Ctransit are used as the illustra-
tive examples in our subsequent discussions. We will compare the differences
in checking the two constraints using conventional approaches and our partial
constraint checking approach.

We note that the prototype of this running example [Rao et al. 2006] focuses
on a warehouse environment, in which 100 RFID readers have been installed
and every forklift’s transportation requires at least 10 readings from tags. If
every transportation takes several minutes, a new read context is generated
every several tens of seconds for one reader. When 100 readers are working
together, context changes are frequent (every several hundreds of milliseconds).
It demands an efficient approach to ensuring context consistency or spotting
out context inconsistencies so that the application may respond adaptively. We
will show in the subsequent sections of this article that our partial constraint
checking approach is promising to achieve this kind of task.

3. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce our context model and constraint language, and
review different constraint checking approaches. The context model is for de-
scribing contexts in pervasive computing, and the constraint language is for
specifying consistency constraints on contexts described by the context model.

3.1 Context Model

Various context models have been proposed in the literature on pervasive com-
puting. Many of them represent contexts as key-value tuples [Chen and Kotz
2000], and they have been adopted in many middleware infrastructures, such
as EgoSpaces [Julien and Roman 2002, 2006] and LIME [Murphy et al. 2006].
In pervasive computing, apart from the actions taken by users, the temporal
and spatial properties related to the actions are also important.

In this article, we adopt the same strategy as the related work and define a
context model CM as a tuple that has multiple fields. We note that this model is
interchangeable with a key-value-based model, and that it can be extended to
support more fields without affecting context consistency checking. We also note
that, with the fields already defined, the context model can specify more pieces
of information at the same time (e.g., a subject, an object, and a predicate are
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Fig. 2. Two example contexts.

connected as one context with metainformation such as the timestamp and site),
but this does not intend to create implicit assumptions for context consistency
checking.

CM = 〈category, fact, restriction, timestamp〉 :

—category specifies a context’s type (e.g., user’s location or activity);

— fact = 〈subject, predicate, object〉 gives the content of this context, where pred-
icate associates subject and object together (a simple English sentence struc-
ture [Ranganathan et al. 2002, 2004; Ranganathan and Campbell 2003]), for
example, Case 159 (subject) reaches (predicate) Dock III (object);

—restriction = 〈lifespan, site〉 specifies the temporal and spatial properties of
this context, in which lifespan is the point, or period, of time this context
occurs or remains effective, and site is the place where it occurs;

—timestamp records the generation time of this context.

Both the lifespan and timestamp fields are time-related. The former captures
the valid duration of a context, while the latter represents the time that the
context is captured in the context space. Consider a job assignment context
“Peter monitors Dock III.” The context may hold for two months (lifespan), and
it was captured at 10 a.m. on May 12, 2007 (timestamp).

We define a context instance (or context for short) by instantiating all fields
of the CM, and a context pattern (or pattern for short) by instantiating some or
all fields of the CM. Thus, a context is a special case of a pattern by definition.
Each uninstantiated field (if any) of a pattern is set to any, which is a special,
predefined label representing any legitimate value in the domain of this field.
Intuitively, a pattern is associated with a set of contexts. The association is
described by a matching relation.

Figure 2 illustrates two example contexts ctxmov and ctxjob. They are modeled
by two predicates linking subject-object pairs. The two contexts represent (1)
ctxmov: “Case 159 reaches Dock III” (an object movement context); (2) ctxjob:
“Peter monitors Dock III” (a job assignment context). Figure 3 illustrates two
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Fig. 3. Two example patterns.

example patterns patmov and patloc. They represent (1) patmov: “an object reaches
Dock III” (an object movement pattern); (2) patloc: “a person is staying someplace”
(an object location pattern). The first context ctxmov in Figure 2 has a matching
relation with the first pattern patmov in Figure 3.

We assume that the information provided by external context sources (e.g.,
wireless sensors and RFID readers) is wrapped using this context model and
therefore has the same representation. This treatment is for the ease of discus-
sions about context consistency checking but does not imply that there are no
inconsistencies due to the heterogeneity of technologies or data representations.

3.2 Constraint Language

We have introduced our context model. However, the model is still incapable of
relating multiple contexts. In this section, we introduce a declarative constraint
language for specifying consistency constraints on contexts.

3.2.1 Language Syntax. We propose to use a constraint language based on
the first-order logic (FOL) to specify consistency constraints. The language is
similar to those adopted by many recent context-aware applications and frame-
works [Ranganathan et al. 2002, 2004; Ranganathan and Campbell 2003; Ro-
man et al. 2002], yet it supports user-defined functions additionally. This feature
makes it convenient for users to specify consistency constraints with their self-
defined functions. For instance, applications may implement these self-defined
functions so that the constraint checking can be tailored for the applications.

Figure 4 gives the syntax of the constraint language following the traditional
interpretation of the first-order logic. For example, ∀γ in S ( f ) represents a
consistency constraint that every context in the set S must satisfy the formula
f , where the formula f is defined recursively by means of standard first-order
logic operators and bfunc terminals.

The meanings of the set S and bfunc terminals are as follows:

—Set S represents a finite set of contexts, dubbed context set. We use a freshness
need value to limit the number of contexts in a context set. For example,
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Fig. 4. Constraint language syntax.

we may define a context set that contains location contexts collected in the
last 20 s for a particular case. Then, the freshness need is set to 20 s. In
our context model, a context set can be denoted by a pattern (e.g., patmov or
patloc in Figure 3). One may sort contexts in a context set according to their
timestamps.

—A bfunc terminal refers to a user-defined function that accepts contexts (and
symbolic constants such as character strings if any) as input, and returns a
truth value (true or false). Every bfunc terminal is a predicate defined over one
or more fields of one variable or of several different variables. For example,
a bfunc terminal can be a function that determines whether two contexts
share the same subject.

3.2.2 Kernel and Nonkernel Formula Types. Our constraint language has
seven formula types: universal quantifier (∀), existential quantifier (∃), and, or,
implies, not, and bfunc formulas. We select four of them (i.e., universal quan-
tifier, and, not, and bfunc) to form the kernel. The other three (i.e., existential
quantifier, or, and implies) are called nonkernel because they can be expressed
using the four kernel ones.

We note that the selection of kernel formula types is not unique. For example,
one may select the existential quantifier, or, not, and bfunc formulas to form
the kernel because they are also complete with respect to the first-order logic.
Because each nonkernel formula type can be expressed by a combination of
the kernel formula types, in the sequel we focus our discussions on the four
kernel formula types. Properties of the three nonkernel formula types can be
inferred systematically, as we show later. We shall do the inference using the
following three equations that connect the three nonkernel formula types to
the four kernel formula types:

∃γ in S( f ) ≡ not(∀γ in S (not( f ))), (1)

( f1) or ( f2) ≡ not((not( f1)) and (not( f2))), (2)

( f1) implies ( f2) ≡ not(( f1) and (not( f2))). (3)

3.2.3 Example. We illustrate the use of the constraint language through
the two consistency constraints from the running example. We use the following
notations to ease our discussion. There are four context sets, namely, LOAD,
PACK, REACH, and DOCK. LOAD and PACK collect at Lload and at Lpack contexts
for cases, respectively. REACH and DOCK collect destination reached and at
the docking door contexts for cases, respectively. All the four context sets are
bounded by a finite period for freshness need. We also have two bfunc functions,
namely, WithinWait and WithinTrans. They check whether a pair of contexts refers
to the same case that satisfies the time condition of Twait, and to the same case
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Fig. 5. A pair of inconsistent contexts.

that satisfies the time condition of Ttrans, respectively. We can use our constraint
language to specify the constraints informally described in Section 2.

Constraint Cfollowed: Any perception of an at Lload context about one case must
be followed by that of an at Lpack context about the same case within Twait time:

∀γload in LOAD (∃γ pack in PACK (WithinWait(γ load, γ pack))).

Constraint Ctransit: A tagged case being transported cannot attain the con-
text at the docking door within Ttrans time before it has attained the context
destination reached:

∀γreach in REACH (not (∃γ dock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock)))).

The first constraint Cfollowed asserts that, for any case, we should observe an
at Lpack context within Twait time after we observe an at Lload context of this
case. The Ctransit constraint asserts that if we observe an at the docking door
context within Ttrans time before we observe a destination reached context for
the same case, the at the docking door context should be invalid.

We take the Ctransit constraint for further discussion. Suppose that there are
two contexts ctxgate and ctxdock1, which record a case’s movements, as illustrated
in Figure 5. We also assume that their timestamps are 10:20 a.m. and 10:18 a.m.
(on the same day), respectively. If Ttrans is more than 2 min in duration, then
the two contexts breach the Ctransit constraint, and a context inconsistency thus
occurs with respect to this constraint. Physically, this context inconsistency
means that during the transportation of Case 5 to Gate II, the tag of Case 5 is
accidentally read by a reader at Dock III (i.e., a cross read scenario).

We represent this context inconsistency in the format of (violated, {(γ reach,
ctxgate), (γ dock, ctxdock1)}), which connects two contexts ctxgate and ctxdock1 with
their corresponding variables in the Ctransit constraint. In this representation,
ctxgate and ctxdock1 are two contexts from the two context sets REACH and DOCK,
respectively. They represent the value assignments to two variables γ reach and
γ dock, and these assignments explain how a context inconsistency occurs (i.e.,
when γ reach = ctxgate and γ dock = ctxdock1). We believe that this information
helps identify inconsistent contexts (ctxgate and ctxdock1), and is useful for later
resolution actions (e.g., discarding the cross read context ctxdock1 to prevent
wrong workflows at DOCK III).

This example has shown how a constraint violation causes a context incon-
sistency if we use the constraint to represent a necessary condition for con-
text consistency. Such a treatment is a popular way of applying constraints
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for inconsistency detection [Tarr and Clarke 1998]. Throughout this article,
we assume the use of the necessary condition representation for all consis-
tency constraints. Another representation, sufficient condition representation,
has been discussed somewhere else [Xu et al. 2007a]. We note that using a
different representation would only change our checking focus from constraint
violation to constraint satisfaction, yet it does not change the essence of our
partial constraint checking methodology, which is to be presented later in this
article.

3.2.4 Discussions. We discuss some issues about the use of the constraint
language for specifying consistency constraints in practice.

3.2.4.1 Defining Consistency Constraints. In a constraint checking ap-
proach to guaranteeing the consistency of contexts, users are required to define
consistency constraints for their targeted application scenarios. Then, what
guidance can be offered to users in defining these constraints, and how they
can guarantee these defined constraints reasonable?

Basically, consistency constraints specify necessary properties on interest-
ing contexts. Constraints refine these contexts from noisy environments to a
“consistent” status, and the status guarantees that at least those necessary
properties on contexts are satisfied. Thus, there is no need for users to define
complete constraints to make refined contexts perfect as different application
domains and scenarios have various requirements on the quality of contexts.
For example, an application that is aware of power consumption and adapts its
behaviors accordingly for energy saving may not be interested in user’s loca-
tion contexts. Then, the consistency of location contexts is actually irrelevant
to this application. Users are advised to turn to domain experts or application
specifications for the suggestions of consistency of their interested contexts.

However, it is still important to know whether a set of defined consistency
constraints reasonable. It is possible that some constraints conflict with the
others, so that no context can fully pass the tests imposed by all constraints.
Generally, we can regard checking one constraint as a value-added feature to
original applications for improving the consistency of contexts they are relying
on. Then, the feasibility problem of checking all constraints is analogous to the
feature selection problem for feature-based programming. A feature engineer
needs to specify dependency relationships between features and check whether
a selected set of features are consistent themselves. The existing literature
already has some solutions to such selection problems [Rauschmayer et al.
2004].

3.2.4.2 “Hard” and “Soft” Constraints. In pervasive computing, contexts
are captured from physical environments, and a desirable interplay with envi-
ronments is difficult. Since techniques to ensure contexts to be fully consistent
are still not discovered, we try constraint checking approaches to identifying
potentially invalid contexts (i.e., inconsistent contexts).

Users may wish that all contexts for context-aware applications must be
able to pass all the tests imposed by consistency constraints so they are re-
liable enough for context-aware computing. In this sense, our constraints are
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Fig. 6. Classification of constraint checking techniques.

“hard” because they must be satisfied. In the case where users are not so confi-
dent with the correctness of their defined constraints, “soft” constraints may be
more reasonable. By soft, we mean that one may use likelihood calculations to
decide which contexts are more likely to be invalid so as to make some, but not
all, constraints satisfied. Such consideration reflects users’ desirable control on
detected context inconsistencies. Also, support for soft constraints can be from
a fuzzy or probabilistic context model, which is different from our context model
adopted in this article. We leave it as future work.

Many research studies on soft constraints are from the artificial intelligence
discipline, where various classification techniques are used to estimate the like-
lihood of an artifact being invalid. Generally, classification techniques need a
training process to improve the accuracy of the likelihood estimation. Instead,
our hard approach does not have this requirement. Our approach also sup-
ports some soft options by returning links that reveal undesirable relationships
among contexts, and leaving the control of selecting which particular contexts
as invalid to users. We will discuss links in Section 4.

3.3 Comparison of Constraint Checking Techniques

Constraint checking for detecting inconsistencies in software artifacts has been
extensively studied in the software engineering community. For example, in
a software development project, the design of the application rarely changes
within a few minutes. Checking whether any inconsistency resides among ar-
tifacts can be done within this period. Moreover, humans may receive the ex-
amination results interactively so that they can take manual actions to re-
solve the reported inconsistencies [Egyed 2007; Nentwich et al. 2003a; Reiss
2006].

Existing constraint checking techniques focus on checking software artifacts
whose changes rarely occur rapidly or frequently. On the other hand, contexts
are highly dynamic artifacts. For instance, our real-life environments keep
changing over time and produce new contexts to applications and obsolete ear-
lier contexts rapidly. In other words, contexts continually affect the states and
executions of context-aware applications. To help us to present the level of per-
vasive computing supported by the existing constraint checking techniques, for
brevity, we define a classification of constraint checking techniques as shown
in Figure 6 and analyze them in turn.

3.3.1 Nonincremental Checking. Whenever there is a change in a given
set of software artifacts, a nonincremental checking technique checks these ar-
tifacts against every consistency constraint to find out all detectable inconsis-
tencies. Representative examples include the first version of Xlinkit [Nentwich
et al. 2002] and a conflict resolution model for logical programming [Chomicki
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et al. 2003]. Owing to this feature, we dub them nonincremental checking, as
shown in Figure 6.

3.3.2 Incremental Checking. The second category in Figure 6, incremen-
tal checking, includes the improved version of Xlinkit [Nentwich et al. 2003b],
ArgoUML [ArgoUML 2009], and UML Analyzer [Egyed 2006]. In this category,
whenever there is a change in a given set of software artifacts, only a subset of
consistency constraints are properly selected to find all detectable inconsisten-
cies. Due to the constraint entailment problem [Su et al. 2002], such a technique
requires extra knowledge to select a right subset of the consistency constraints
set. For instance, Xlinkit [Nentwich et al. 2003b] selects all those constraints
that directly check the parts of the software artifacts that have been changed.
Since the subset is identified using a conservative algorithm, it may be nonopti-
mal for some scenarios. ArgoUML and UML Analyzer adopt similar ideas. They
use type-based and instance-based scopes, respectively, to restrict the subset of
consistency constraints that needs checking. In ArgoUML, the type-based scope
of a consistency constraint includes all types of software artifacts the constraint
would access. If a changed software artifact has a type in this scope, then this
software artifact is considered to require rechecking against its associated con-
straints. UML Analyzer refines the scope of a constraint to the instance level
that includes only the instances of software artifacts accessed by this constraint,
and therefore fewer constraints need rechecking.

3.3.3 Entire Constraint Checking (ECC). Whenever a consistency con-
straint needs rechecking, the above-mentioned incremental checking tech-
niques would treat an entire constraint as a unit for rechecking. Therefore,
we further group the existing techniques into the entire constraint checking
(Ecc) subcategory, as shown in Figure 6. To the best of our knowledge, none of
these techniques has been applied to the consistency checking of contexts in
pervasive computing.

In pervasive computing, contexts come in streams and change rapidly. As
we mentioned, the existing incremental checking techniques (i.e., ECC) check
contexts against every part of each constraint that requires rechecking. They
have not explored the benefits of (1) contexts being in streams, and (2) changes
that may merely affect a fragment of a constraint. In other words, the scalability
potential of such techniques to support pervasive computing has not been fully
harvested.

One simple strategy to alleviate this problem is to handle context changes
by batch. This strategy, however, suffers another problem. Since batch-based
rechecking incurs a delay to consistency checking, some context inconsistencies
may become undetectable if some contexts may have expired. Applications may
chance using such batch-mode contexts, which could later be found to breach
certain crucial consistency constraints.

3.3.4 Partial Constraint Checking (PCC). Our idea is to perform incremen-
tal checking on context changes against only those parts (of consistency con-
straints) that require rechecking. There are a number of challenges in develop-
ing such an approach. The approach should identify the parts of a consistency
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constraint that are relevant to a given context change. However, finding such
parts is complicated by whether the previous checking results of the remaining
parts are reusable, and whether the reusable results can successfully integrate
with the newly generated checking results to construct the final checking out-
come of the consistency constraint.

Our partial constraint checking relies on consistency computation trees
(CCTs) to maintain reusable constraint checking results. We establish sound-
ness theorems to guarantee that the checking results returned by PCC are ex-
actly the same as those returned by ECC. We also provide an efficient algo-
rithm to implement the PCC approach on top of the notions of context patterns
and FOL-based constraints. As we shall show in the evaluation sections, PCC

can achieve more than fifteenfold improvement in constraint checking perfor-
mance than ECC in simulation experiments, and only missed 0.1% of detectable
context inconsistencies, while ECC has missed about 50% of them, in the case
study.

3.4 Abbreviations

In the rest of this article, we make the following abbreviations. (1) We use uni-
versal/existential formula to refer to universal/existential quantifier formula
for simplicity. (2) We use constraint and consistency constraint interchangeably
with the same meaning in the scope of this article. Finally, (3) we use symbols
� and ⊥ to represent truth values of true and false, respectively.

4. PARTIAL CONSTRAINT CHECKING FOR CONTEXT CONSISTENCY

In this section, we present our methodology of partial constraint checking. We
first give an overview of the methodology, and then elaborate on how to detect
constraint violations efficiently and reason about how they happen. Finally, we
present soundness and equivalence theorems to prove the correctness of our
methodology.

4.1 Methodology Overview

Our PCC approach consists of two parts: truth value evaluation and link gener-
ation:

—The truth value evaluation part returns a truth value to tell whether a given
constraint is satisfied or violated. A constraint is satisfied when its evaluation
result is true, and violated when the result is false.

—The link generation part returns a set of links to explain how a constraint
becomes satisfied or violated. The checking result given earlier, (violated,
{(γ reach, ctxgate), (γ dock, ctxdock1)}), is an example of link that shows that upon
the coexistence of two contexts ctxgate and ctxdock1, the constraint Ctransit be-
comes violated. The formal definition of link is given later.

The major difference between our PCC approach and the ECC approach is that
PCC is able to perform incremental checking based on subformulas of a given
constraint, while ECC has to recheck a constraint entirely if this constraint is
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Fig. 7. Two at the docking door contexts.

affected by any context change. In essence, PCC heavily reuses the previous
checking results of a constraint to replace some rechecking of this constraint.

Consider the Ctransit constraint in the running example:

∀γreach in REACH (not (∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)))).

To check whether this constraint is violated, a technique should examine all
the contexts in the two context sets REACH and DOCK. Suppose that REACH
contains one context ctxgate, as illustrated in Figure 5, and that DOCK contains
another context ctxdock2, as illustrated in Figure 7. There is only one combination
of contexts available for the evaluation of function WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock), that
is, (ctxgate, ctxdock2).

Suppose that Ttrans is set to 5 min. In this case, the evaluation result of
WithinTrans(ctxgate, ctxdock2) is false because ctxdock2 occurs at 10:12 a.m., which
is beyond the required time period as specified by the constraint relative to the
timestamp (10:20 a.m.) of ctxgate. Thus, the constraint Ctransit is satisfied. At this
step, both PCC and ECC work in the same way (i.e., all possible combinations of
contexts are examined to decide whether the constraint has been breached.)

Suppose that a new at the docking door context ctxdock3 is produced, as il-
lustrated in Figure 7. Since ctxdock3 belongs to context set DOCK, the size of
DOCK grows by one. The new context ctxdock3 occurs at 10:16 a.m., which still
falls within the specified period (Ttrans) counting from the timestamp of ctxgate.
Therefore, the new context combination (ctxgate, ctxdock3) causes an inconsistency
because WithinTrans(ctxgate, ctxdock3) is evaluated to true.

We compare ECC and PCC in the following:

—To identify this inconsistency, ECC examines all possible context combi-
nations. ECC needs to examine two context combinations, namely, (ctxgate,
ctxdock2) and (ctxgate, ctxdock3). The computational effort is twice as much
as that paid in the last checking. Intuitively, as the sizes of REACH and
DOCK grow, the computational effort for checking constraint Ctransit increases
rapidly.

—PCC works in another way. It divides all context combinations into two parts.
One part contains the original context combination (ctxgate, ctxdock2), which
has been examined. Its evaluation result (i.e., WithinTrans(ctxgate, ctxdock2) =
false) is available for rechecking. The other part contains the new context
combination (ctxgate, ctxdock3), which needs new computational effort. After
evaluating WithinTrans(ctxgate, ctxdock3) to be true, PCC obtains the updated
checking result (i.e., the constraint Ctransit is violated, indicating that an
inconsistency is detected).
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Fig. 8. Truth value evaluation semantics in ECC.

Compared to ECC, PCC has reduced the computational effort in detecting con-
text inconsistencies. Intuitively, PCC can work faster than ECC when REACH
and DOCK contain many contexts or these contexts change frequently. More-
over, the input to PCC is the same as that to ECC. Issues, such as which parts of
previous checking results are reusable and when previous checking results be-
come no longer reusable, are automatically decided by PCC itself. These features
make PCC a ready option to replace ECC when needed.

4.2 Truth Value Evaluation

In this section, we elaborate how PCC efficiently evaluates the truth value of a
consistency constraint.

4.2.1 Variable Assignment and the bind Function. Consider the Ctransit con-
straint in the running example:

∀γreach in REACH(not(∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)))).

The Ctransit constraint contains two variables, γ reach and γ dock. The two vari-
ables retrieve their values (i.e., contexts) from the two context sets REACH and
DOCK, respectively. Let V be the set of variables defined in a constraint and C
be the set of contexts. We define a variable assignment to be a set of mappings
from variables to contexts, that is, A = ℘(V × C).

To manipulate variable assignments, we introduce the bind function: (V ×
C) × A → A. This function constructs a new variable assignment by adding
a mapping formed by a variable-context pair to a given variable assignment,
which can be empty. For example, if m = (γ dock, ctxdock1) and α = {(γ reach, ctxgate)},
then bind(m, α) = {(γ reach, ctxgate), (γ dock, ctxdock1)}. To make the mapping of
every variable unique in a variable assignment, the bind function is partial for
its input domain.

4.2.2 Truth Value Evaluation Semantics in Ecc. Based on the concepts
of variable assignment and the bind function, we elaborate how ECC and PCC

evaluate the truth values of a consistency constraint. We first look at the ECC

approach. Figure 8 lists the traditional truth value evaluation semantics for
first-order logic formulas. Let F be the set of formulas and A be the set of vari-
able assignments. The truth value function T accepts a formula and a variable
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assignment α as inputs, and returns a truth value. The returned truth value
tells whether the constraint represented by this formula is satisfied or violated
under the given variable assignment α.

It is important to note that boundary cases need to be handled for universal
and existential formulas in case their associated context sets are empty (Cases 1
and 2 in Figure 8). Here, we adopt the strategy that the value of an expression
is the identity element for the operator used in this expression [Julien and
Roman 2002, 2006]. For example, the value is � when the operator is ∀, or ⊥ if
the operator is ∃.

In the evaluation, the initial variable assignment of a constraint is an empty
set Ø. It means that no mappings between variables and contexts exist initially.
The bind function would change the variable assignment when evaluating this
constraint’s subformulas, as shown in Figure 8.

The semantics shown in Figure 8 are simple for every first-order logic formula
type. For instance, in Case 1, the truth value of a universal formula is the
conjunction of a series of expressions. Each of them gives the truth value of this
universal formula’s subformula with a certain variable assignment that maps
variable γ to a context in S. The semantics, however, do not specify concretely
how to conduct the evaluation, and the ECC approach would thus reevaluate
the entire formula once any context change affects this formula.

4.2.3 Types of Context Change. Now we elaborate our idea in the PCC ap-
proach. Our PCC approach carefully considers the impact of a context change
on the evaluation result of a constraint. There are two types of context change.
One type is context addition, which occurs when a new context is produced (e.g.,
an RFID reader generates a reading and reports that “Case 159 reaches Dock
III”). The other type is context deletion, which occurs when an existing context
becomes obsolete. In pervasive computing, each typical context is only valid for
a while. We refer to this period as freshness need. Every freshness need speci-
fies a duration in which the corresponding context can be subject to consistency
examination. In practice, such a period for a context can be the time interval
between when the context is generated and when it is used by applications.
Alternatively, the period can also be a user-specified interval for consistency
checking.

We only consider context changes that are relevant to some context set in a
constraint:

—Context addition. When a context that belongs to a context set is newly iden-
tified, the context is inserted into this context set.

—Context deletion. When a context in a context set is no longer valid due to the
end of its freshness need, the context is removed from this context set.

The value of a context set is therefore the result of a series of context addition
and deletion changes to this context set. In the case where a change affects
more than one context set (or affects several occurrences of one context set) in
a constraint, PCC regards it as multiple changes occurring concurrently, and
either of these changes is relevant to only one context set. These changes would
be handled sequentially in an arbitrary order. With this strategy, we simplify
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Fig. 9. Truth value evaluation semantics for the universal formula in PCC.

our presentation by assuming that every context change affects at most one
context set in a constraint (we assign a unique name to every occurrence of a
context set). We discuss the correctness of this strategy later in this article.

4.2.4 Evaluating Universal Formulas in PCC. We consider how PCC han-
dles context changes to allow an efficient truth value evaluation. We introduce
the Affected function. The function decides whether a given formula is affected
by a context change and needs reevaluation. If this formula or any of its sub-
formulas contains a context set that is associated with this change, then the
Affected function returns true; otherwise it is false:

Affected(∀γ in S( f )) = �, if S changes or affected( f ) = �; otherwise, ⊥.

The same to the formula ∃γ in S ( f ).

Affected(( f1) and ( f2)) = �, if affected( f1) = � or affected( f2) = �; otherwise, ⊥.

The same to formulas ( f1) or ( f2) and ( f1) implies ( f2).

Affected(not( f )) = �, if affected( f ) = �; otherwise, ⊥.

Affected(bfunc(γ1, . . . , γn)) = ⊥.

We first consider universal formulas. Every universal formula takes the form
of Funi = ∀γ in S (Fsub), where Fsub is the subformula part of the universal
formula Funi. According to our checking strategy, every context change affects
at most one context set in a constraint. Then the following lists all situations
when a context change occurs:

—the change does not affect the universal formula at all (i.e., is irrelevant to
Funi);

—the change affects the universal quantifier part (i.e., the ∀γ in S part);

—the change affects the subformula part (i.e., the Fsub part).

The second situation has two possibilities, depending on the type of this con-
text change. PCC treats the two possibilities differently, and therefore partitions
all situations into four cases as shown in Figure 9:
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Fig. 10. Truth value evaluation semantics for the and formula in PCC.

Fig. 11. Truth value evaluation semantics for not and bfunc formulas in PCC.

—Case (1). The context change does not affect the universal formula at all. The
last evaluated truth value T0 is reusable.

—Case (2). The last evaluated truth value T0 is reusable, but the new truth
value T needs to be calculated by applying the context addition change to
T0. We use S to represent the current context set and S0 to represent the
original context set, and then their difference S – S0 gives the new context.

—Case (3). The last evaluated truth values for all subformulas are reusable,
but the new truth value of the universal formula needs to be calcu-
lated by dropping the unnecessary one that corresponds to the removed
context.

—Case (4). The last evaluated truth value T 0 is no longer reusable because
all the universal formula’s subformulas need reevaluation. However, these
subformulas can be reevaluated partially in a similar way.

4.2.5 Evaluating and, not, and bfunc Formulas in PCC. We then consider
and formulas, and note that there is no context set in an and formula. Every
and formula has two subformulas. According to our checking strategy, a context
change affects at most one context set in a constraint, and therefore the change
affects at most one of the two subformulas. PCC partitions all situations into
three cases, as shown in Figure 10, depending on which subformula the context
change affects (if any). If one subformula is affected by the context change, this
subformula needs reevaluation. Otherwise, its last evaluated truth value T0 is
reusable.

The evaluation of truth values for not and bfunc formulas in PCC is explained
in Figure 11. Note that every not formula has only one subformula. Following
the same idea, there are two cases for evaluating a not formula, depending on
whether the context change affects this subformula. For the bfunc formula, its
last evaluated truth value T0 is always reusable.

4.2.6 Evaluating Existential, or, and implies Formulas in PCC. The truth
value evaluation semantics for existential, or, and implies formulas in PCC can
be inferred using the three equations given earlier in Section 3. The three
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equations connect the three nonkernel formula types (i.e., existential, or, and
implies formulas) to the four kernel formula types (i.e., universal, and, not, and
bfunc formulas). Therefore, defining the truth value evaluation semantics for
existential, or, and implies formulas is not necessary in PCC. Online Appendix A
at ACM’s Digital Library explains how to infer these semantics. In online Ap-
pendix A, Theorem 1 gives the inference results and its proof gives the inference
procedure.

Different from our approach, Xlinkit [Nentwich et al. 2002, 2003b] defines
truth value evaluation semantics for all formula types directly. The consistency
of these semantics has to be guaranteed by the definition itself. This procedure
is essentially manual. In our approach, the consistency of all truth value evalu-
ation semantics is guaranteed by Theorem 1 and its proof. Another point worth
noticing is that, different from ECC, the PCC semantics also explain how to eval-
uate a formula by separating its reusable part from its nonreusable part. One
only needs to reevaluate the nonreusable part and reuse the last truth value of
the reusable part to calculate the new result.

4.2.7 Example. We use an example to illustrate the efficiency of PCC over
ECC for truth value evaluation. Consider the Ctransit constraint in the running
example:

∀γreach in REACH(not(∃γdock in DOCK(WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)))).

Suppose that the context set REACH contains one context ctxgate (illus-
trated in Figure 5), and DOCK contains one context ctxdock2 (illustrated in Fig-
ure 7). Ttrans is set to 5 min. Since ctxgate and ctxdock2 occurred at 10:20 a.m.
and 10:12 a.m., respectively, the interval is larger than Ttrans. As a result,
WithinTrans(ctxgate, ctxdock2) = false.

PCC evaluates the Ctransit constraint in the following four steps:

(1) T [WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)]α = ⊥, where α = {(γreach, ctxgate), (γdock, ctxdock2)}.
(2) T [∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock))]α = ⊥, where α = {(γreach,

ctxgate)}.
(3) T [not (∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)))]α = �, where α = {(γreach,

ctxgate)}.
(4) T [∀γreach in REACH (not (∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock))))]α = �,

where α = Ø.

The Ctransit constraint is evaluated to true (i.e., no inconsistency is detected).
Suppose that a context addition change occurs, and the change adds a new con-
text ctxdock3 (illustrated in Figure 7) into the context set DOCK. Since ctxdock3

occurred at 10:16 a.m., which is within 5 min (Ttrans) from the time ctxgate oc-
curred, WithinTrans(ctxgate, ctxdock3) is evaluated to true. Upon this change, PCC

reevaluate the Ctransit constraint. The following gives the evaluation steps:

(1′) T [WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)]α = T0 [WithinTrans(γreach, γ dock)]α = ⊥, where α

= {(γ reach, ctxgate), (γ dock, ctxdock2)}.
(2′) T [WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock)]α = �, where α = {(γ reach, ctxgate), (γ dock,

ctxdock3)}.
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(3′) T [∃γ dock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock))]α = T0[∃γ dock in DOCK
(WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock))]α ∨ � = �, where α = {(γ reach, ctxgate)}.

(4′) T [not (∃γ dock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock)))]α = ⊥, where α = {(γ reach,
ctxgate)}.

(5′) T [∀γ reach in REACH (not(∃γ dock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock))))]α =
⊥, where α = Ø.

Step 1′ reuses the result of Step 1 directly. Step 2′ is new because the involved
context ctxdock3 has not been examined before. Step 3′ reuses the result of Step 2
and updates it. Steps 4′ and 5′ cannot use previous results directly because the
associated subformulas are affected by the change. Finally, the truth value of
the Ctransit constraint becomes false (i.e., an inconsistency is detected).

As a comparison, ECC calculate these steps completely without any reuse of
previous results, whereas PCC reuses previous results as many as possible. We
shall explain the PCC’s algorithm implementation in Section 5 regarding when
to reuse previous results and when to discard the results that are no longer
reusable.

4.3 Link Generation

In this section, we elaborate how PCC efficiently reason about the occurrences
of context inconsistencies through link generation.

4.3.1 Links. The concept of link was first introduced by Xlinkit [Nentwich
et al. 2002]. Informally, each link is related to an inconsistency and explains
how this inconsistency occurs by listing certain elements that contribute to the
occurrence of this inconsistency. In pervasive computing, we define two types
of link. A satisfaction link is a data structure that connects a set of contexts
satisfying a given constraint, whereas a violation link connects a set of contexts
violating the constraint. Both links are useful due to the not operator in the
constraint language, which inverts satisfaction to violation or vice versa for
any constraint.

Satisfaction and violation links are represented by (satisfied, bindings) and
(violated, bindings), respectively. In the representation, satisfied and violated are
two key words indicating a link’s type, and bindings is a variable assignment,
which contains mappings between variables and their values (contexts). In the
running example, we have discussed a link (violated, {(γ reach, ctxgate), (γ dock,
ctxdock1)}) with respect to the Ctransit constraint:

∀γreach in REACH (not(∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)))).

This link is a violation link, indicating that the Ctransit constraint has been
violated. The reason is the coexistence of two contexts ctxgate and ctxdock1. In
particular, when the two variables γ reach = ctxgate and γ dock = ctxdock1, function
WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock) returns true, which directly causes the violation to this
constraint. The information encapsulated in a link exactly explains how an
inconsistency occurs.
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4.3.2 Auxiliary Functions and Operators. Since links are useful in explain-
ing the occurrence of context inconsistencies, we consider how to generate them
in an automatic way. We introduce some auxiliary functions and operators that
construct or manipulate links. In the following, functions Type and Bindings are
for retrieving certain information from a link, function Flip changes the type
of a given link to its opposite (function FlipSet works similarly but for a set of
links), and function Cartesian merges two given links into a new link (operator
⊗ works similarly but for sets of links).

—Type((type, bindings)) = type.
—Bindings((type, bindings)) = bindings.

Functions Type and Bindings return the first part and second part of a given
link, respectively. The two parts are the link’s type and variable assignment,
respectively.

—Flip: L → L, where Flip((satisfied, bindings)) = (violated, bindings), and
Flip((violated, bindings)) = (satisfied, bindings).

—FlipSet: ℘(L) → ℘(L), where FlipSet(S) = {Flip(l )| l ∈ S}.
Let L be the set of links. The Flip function inverts a link’s type to its counter-

part but does not change the link’s variable assignment part. The Flip function
is used to generate links for not formulas. This is because a link that explains
how a formula is violated, also explains how this formula’s negation version is
satisfied.

—Cartesian: L × L → L, where Cartesian(l1, l2) = (Type(l1), Bindings(l1) ∪
Bindings(l2))

The Cartesian function accepts two links l1 and l2 and generates a new link
based on them. The type of the new link is the same as that of l1, and its
variable assignment is the union of the two variable assignments from l1 and
l2, respectively. The reason for keeping the type of l1 and ignoring the type of l2

is that the two links l1 and l2 should have the same type when applied to this
function. This precondition holds in our following discussions. The Cartesian
function is used to merge two links into one. For example, suppose that two
links l1 and l2 explain how two formulas f1 and f2 are violated, respectively.
Then the two links’ Cartesian result would explain how the or formula ( f1)
or ( f2) is violated. This is because, when an or formula is violated, both of
its subformulas must be violated. The two links, which explain how the two
subformulas are violated, respectively, should be merged into one to together
explain how this or formula is violated.

—⊗ : ℘(L)×℘(L) → ℘(L), where S1 ⊗ S2 = {Cartesian(l1, l2)| l1 ∈ S1 ∧ l2 ∈ S2},
if S1 �= Ø and S2 �= Ø; otherwise, S1 ∪ S2

The ⊗ operator accepts two sets of links S1 and S2, and generates a new
set of links. The new set is calculated by applying the Cartesian function to the
pairs formed by every link in the set S1 and every link in the set S2. We note
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Fig. 12. Link generation semantics for the universal formula in ECC.

that boundary cases need to be handled when any set is empty. The ⊗ operator
is useful when the Cartesian function needs to be applied multiple times.

4.3.3 Link Generation Function. We use a link generation function L to
generate links for every formula. Link generation function L is defined as L =
F × A → ℘(L). In this definition, F represents the set of FOL formulas, A
represents the set of variable assignments, and L represents the set of links.

The link generation function accepts a formula and a variable assignment,
and returns a set of links. The type of returned links depends on the truth
value the formula is evaluated to under the given variable assignment. If the
truth value is true, then the returned links (if any) are satisfaction links, which
explain how the formula is satisfied; if the truth value is false, then the returned
links (if any) are violation links, which explain how the formula is violated.
As mentioned earlier, both satisfaction and violation links are useful because
the not operator is able to invert satisfaction to violation or vice versa for any
constraint.

4.3.4 Generating Links for Universal Formulas. Figure 12 gives the link
generation semantics for the universal formula in ECC. Symbol α represents
the given variable assignment under which the universal formula is checked.

When a universal formula is evaluated to false, there must be at least one
variable assignment that makes this universal formula’s subformula evaluated
to false. Such variable assignments need to be included in the returned violation
links for this universal formula. This is because these variable assignments
explain how the universal formula is violated, and every variable assignment
gives one reason. On the other hand, if the universal formula is evaluated to
true, there are no links to be returned. This is because no variable assignment
makes this universal formula’s subformula evaluated to false, and therefore
the universal formula is not violated. We note that the constraint checking is
interested in the violation of universal formulas (or violation links) because
this gives special situations that may lead to context inconsistencies (violation
links explain the inconsistencies). Such link generation logic is described by the
semantics in Figure 12:

—The x ∈ S∧ T [ f ]bind((γ ,x),α) = ⊥ part selects those contexts (x) that make the
universal formula’s subformula f to be evaluated to false.

—The {(violated, {(γ , x)})} ⊗ L[ f ]bind((γ ,x),α) part constructs violation links based
on these selected contexts.

To illustrate how the ECC semantics works, we consider an example con-
straint: ∀γ reach in REACH (Valid(γ reach)). Suppose that the context set REACH
contains two destination reached contexts, ctxgate1 and ctxgate2, which are
similar to context ctxgate in Figure 5. Suppose that ctxgate2 is not qualified,
that is, Valid(ctxgate2) = false. Then the constraint is violated because one
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Fig. 13. Link generation semantics for the universal formula in PCC..

variable assignment {(γ reach, ctxgate2)} makes the universal formula’s subfor-
mula Valid(γ reach) to be evaluated to false. According to the ECC semantics,

L[∀γreach in REACH(Valid(γreach))]Ø

= {l |l ∈ {(violated, {(γreach, ctxgate2)})} ⊗ L[Valid(γreach)]α},
where α = {(γ reach,ctxgate2)}.

As we shall explain shortly,L[Valid(γ reach)]α would return an empty setØ. As a
result, the only link generated for this constraint is (violated, {(γ reach, ctxgate2)}),
which is a violation link.

From the link generation semantics in Figure 12, ECC actually examines all
contexts in REACH every time this constraint is checked. In the following, we
explain how PCC facilitates efficient link generation. Figure 13 gives the link
generation semantics for the universal formula in PCC. PCC partitions all situa-
tions into four cases using the same rationale as in the truth value evaluation
semantics:

—Case (1). The given context change does not affect the universal formula at
all. Therefore, the last generated links L0 are reusable.

—Case (2). The last generated links L0 are reusable, but they need to be up-
dated by considering whether the new context brought by the context addi-
tion change causes any new links. If this new context makes the universal
formula’s subformula to be evaluated to false, new violation links need to be
generated and combined with the last generated links.

—Case (3). The last generated links for all subformulas are reusable, but those
links relevant to the removed context caused by the context deletion change
need to be dropped.

—Case (4). The last generated links are no longer reusable. The universal for-
mula’s subformulas need rechecking since they have been affected by the
change.
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To see the advantage from the PCC semantics over the ECC semantics, we
consider the same constraint: ∀γ reach in REACH (Valid(γ reach)). When the context
set REACH contains two contexts ctxgate1 and ctxgate2, the generated link is
(violated, {(γ reach, ctxgate2)}) as explained earlier. Suppose that a context addition
change occurs, and that the change adds a new context ctxgate3 into the context
set REACH. If this context is also not qualified, that is, Valid(ctxgate3) = false, then
a new context inconsistency occurs. A corresponding link needs to be generated:
(violated, {(γ reach, ctxgate3)}). This change falls into Case (2) of the PCC semantics
in Figure 13. Therefore,

L[∀γreach in REACH(Valid(γreach))]Ø

= L0[∀γreach in REACH(Valid(γreach))]Ø ∪ {(violated, {(γreach, ctxgate3)})}
= {(violated, {(γreach, ctxgate2)})} ∪ {(violated, {(γreach, ctxgate3)})}
= {(violated, {(γreach, ctxgate2)}), (violated, {(γreach, ctxgate3)})}.

On the other hand, if the change is a context deletion change that removes
context ctxgate2 from context set REACH, PCC would follow Case (3) of the se-
mantics in Figure 13. Since the only context ctxgate1 remaining in REACH does
not make Valid(γ reach) false, this constraint is not violated. Therefore, L[∀γ reach

in REACH (Valid(γ reach))]Ø = Ø.
In both cases, the last generated links do not need any recalculation in

PCC. They are either used for constructing new links upon the context addi-
tion change, or dropped upon the context deletion change. This is the benefit
received from PCC. For ECC, every time the constraint is rechecked, all context
combination needs to be examined and all links need to be constructed for all
formulas or subformulas. There are no links reusable.

4.3.5 Generating Links for and, not, and bfunc Formulas. We then consider
generating links for and formulas. The link generation should discard irrelevant
information and include in the returned links only those variable assignments
that contribute to the violation or satisfaction of an and formula. Consider
an example formula (a) and (b). If a is evaluated to true and b evaluated to
false, then the formula is violated due to b and only due to b. Therefore, the
information regarding b’s violation is included in the links generated for the
violation of the formula (a) and (b). Such link generation logic is described by
the following principles.

For an and formula, which contains two subformulas,

—Principle 1. If both subformulas are evaluated to true, then they together
contribute to the satisfaction of the formula. Satisfaction links should be
generated to explain how the and formula is satisfied.

—Principle 2. If both subformulas are evaluated to false, then either of them
decides the violation of the formula. Violation links should be generated to
explain how the and formula is violated.

—Principle 3. Otherwise, one subformula is evaluated to true and the other
evaluated to false, and the latter decides the violation of the formula. Viola-
tion links should be generated to explain how the and formula is violated.
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Fig. 14. Link generation semantics for the and formula in ECC.

Fig. 15. Link generation semantics for the and formula in PCC.

The three principles account for all situations. Accordingly, ECC identifies
four cases for generating links for the and formula as listed in Figure 14, in
which Case (1) follows Principle 1, Case (2) follows Principle 2, and Cases (3) and
(4) follow Principle 3. Two operators ⊗ and ∪ in Cases (1) and (2), respectively,
are used for different purposes. The former merges each link pair into one link,
showing that the two links together explain the satisfaction of the and formula.
The latter collects all links from the two link sets into one new set, showing that
any link from the two link sets can explain the violation of the and formula.

We give in Figure 15 the link generation semantics for the and formula in PCC.
The semantics also follow the three principles but additionally consider whether
a context change affects any subformula of the and formula. This consideration
decides three high-level cases. In Case (1), the last generated links are totally
reusable. In Cases (2) and (3), except that the subformula affected by the context
change needs rechecking, the other subformula can reuse its last generated
links.

There may be some discussions of why PCC does not have any short-circuit
optimization in checking and formulas. The reason is that PCC needs to gener-
ate links to find all inconsistency sources, whereas the short-circuit optimiza-
tion may miss such kind of useful information. For example, suppose that both
subformulas a and b are evaluated to false. If PCC has only evaluated a and
not evaluated b (because we can already decide that (a) and (b) is false), then
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Fig. 16. Link generation semantics for not and bfunc formulas in ECC.

Fig. 17. Link generation semantics for not and bfunc formulas in PCC.

the information about how the formula (a) and (b) is violated would be incom-
plete. This is because we only have links generated for the violation of a. It is
worth noticing that such short-circuit optimization is also not used in ECC so far
(Xlinkit is an example according to its proposed checking semantics [Nentwich
et al. 2002]).

We give in Figure 16 and Figure 17 the link generation semantics for not and
bfunc formulas in ECC and PCC, respectively. They are straightforward. The not
formula inverts the type of any link returned from its subformula. The bfunc
formula returns an empty link set because the links containing variables used
in the bfunc formula would be generated by universal or existential formulas
that define these variables.

4.3.6 Generating Links for Existential, or, and implies Formulas. As in the
truth value evaluation, the link generation semantics for existential, or, and
implies formulas in ECC and PCC are inferable using the three equations given
earlier in Section 3. Online Appendix B explains how to infer these semantics.
In online Appendix B at ACM’s Digital Library, Theorems 2 and 3 give the
inference results and their proofs give the inference procedures.

4.4 Soundness and Equivalence

We have discussed and compared the truth value evaluation and link generation
semantics for all formula types in ECC and PCC. In the following, we present
theorems about PCC’s soundness and PCC’s equivalence to ECC. These theorems
guarantee the correctness of our partial constraint checking methodology.

4.4.1 PCC’s Soundness. In pervasive computing, multiple context changes
may occur concurrently. Then, a natural question is: Is our checking strategy
(i.e., checking these simultaneous context changes in an arbitrary order) reason-
able? Here, “in an arbitrary order” means that randomly selecting a handling
order for these changes. The following Theorems 4 and 5 answer this question.

THEOREM 4 (SOUNDNESS). Given two context changes that occur concurrently,
their handling order does not affect the final checking result of PCC for any
constraint.
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THEOREM 5 (SOUNDNESS). Given any number of context changes that occur
concurrently, their handling order does not affect the final checking result of
PCC for any constraint.

Theorem 4 addresses the simple case where two context changes occur
concurrently. Theorem 5 addresses the general case where two or more con-
text changes occur concurrently. Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 are called sound-
ness theorems. They guarantee that PCC can take any order to handle the
context changes that occur concurrently without affecting the final checking
results.

We prove the two soundness theorems in online Appendix C at ACM’s Dig-
ital Library. In brief, Theorem 4 is proved by enumerating all combinations
between two context changes (context addition or deletion changes). To prove
Theorem 5, we first use a lemma to show that a list of context changes can be
transformed into another list of these context changes within finite steps. Ev-
ery step switches two adjacent context changes in the list. We then show that
these steps actually specify a path for proving the irrelevance of the order for
handling context changes with PCC’s final results. Detailed proofs are given in
online Appendix C.

4.4.2 PCC and Ecc’s Equivalence. Theorems 4 and 5 show that the order
for handling simultaneous context changes is immaterial to our PCC approach.
However, it does not directly answer whether PCC returns the same checking
results as ECC does. The following Theorem 6 answers this question.

THEOREM 6 (EQUIVALENCE). Given any number of context changes that occur
concurrently, PCC returns the same checking results as ECC does for any con-
straint.

Theorem 6 is called the equivalence theorem. It guarantees that PCC always
returns the same checking results as ECC does. We prove the equivalence the-
orem in online Appendix D at ACM’s Digital Library. In brief, we first use a
lemma to show that PCC returns the same checking results as ECC does upon
one context change. We then use induction to extend the case to any number
of context changes that occur concurrently. Detailed proofs are given in online
Appendix D.

The soundness and equivalence theorems guarantee our PCC approach’s cor-
rectness. In essence, PCC works in an “eager” manner. It handles new context
changes immediately and reports detected context inconsistencies. If some con-
text changes occur concurrently (i.e., having the same timestamp), PCC would
report detected context inconsistencies only after handling all of them. Accord-
ing to the soundness and equivalence theorems, PCC would always have the
same checking results as ECC does.

5. ALGORITHMS AND ANALYSES

In this section, we present algorithms to implement the PCC approach and
analyze its time complexity. We also compare it to the ECC approach.
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5.1 Stateful Context Pattern

We first explain the relationship between context set and context pattern. The
concept of context set is used in our constraint language. A context set is a view
into a collection of elements. Two operations are available for this view: element
addition and deletion. They add a new element to, and remove a previous ele-
ment from, the view, respectively. Context set is independent of implementation
and can be used in a general way.

The concept of context pattern, on the other hand, is specialized for pervasive
computing. A context pattern represents a container with contexts interesting
to applications. The condition of putting contexts into this container is realized
by checking special values for fields in contexts as we explained earlier. Each
context pattern maintains a queue of its matched contexts. For simplicity, all
these matched contexts can share the same freshness need of the pattern, for
example, as long as 20 s for all matched contexts to be valid for this pattern. Two
basic changes to the queue in a pattern are context addition and deletion. They
add a newly matched context to the tail of the queue and remove a previous
context that has just become obsolete with respect to its associated freshness
need from the head of the queue, respectively. The contexts in a queue are
ordered by their timestamps. The treatment of sharing the same freshness
need for all matched contexts for one pattern is to simplify queue operations
and does not essentially affect PCC.

As such, there are natural mappings between context sets and context pat-
terns, and between operations on context sets and changes to queues of context
patterns. The mappings adapt generic context sets to specific context patterns
for pervasive computing.

The design of context pattern is stateful. Here, stateful means that every pat-
tern maintains a queue for matched contexts, and, whenever a context change
occurs, the change’s impact on the queue is immediately calculated. This treat-
ment avoids rescanning the whole history of contexts in each checking because
interesting contexts are already in the relevant queues. Context changes can
then be easily converted to two operations on associated context sets. This state-
ful mechanism is concerned with implementation but does not directly relate
to PCC’s correctness. Therefore, we separate the concept of context set from that
of context pattern. This separation increases the flexibility and reusability of
our constraint language and checking semantics.

5.2 Consistency Computation Tree

To facilitate the constraint checking, every constraint is converted into a tree
structure, called a consistency computation tree (CCT). All bfunc terminals are
converted into leaf nodes, and other formulas are converted into nonleaf nodes.
A nonleaf node would own one or more branches according to the type of the
formula it represents:

—a node that represents a not formula owns only one branch, which represents
this formula’s only subformula;

—a node that represents an and, or, or implies formula has two branches, which
represent the formula’s two subformulas, respectively;
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Fig. 18. CCT representation of the Ctransit constraint.

—a node that represents a universal or existential formula owns multiple
branches, the number of which is decided by the size of the context set asso-
ciated with this formula.

Consider the Ctransit constraint in the running example:

∀γreach in REACH (not(∃γdock in DOCK (WithinTrans(γreach, γdock)))).

Suppose REACH = {ctxgate1, ctxgate2} and DOCK = {ctxdock1, ctxdock2}, where
ctxgate1 and ctxgate2 represent two destination reached contexts, and ctxdock1 and
ctxdock2 represent two at the docking door contexts. Figure 18 gives the converted
tree structure of the Ctransit constraint.

For a node that represents a universal or existential formula, its every branch
represents this formula’s subformula with a certain variable mapping. For ex-
ample, the left branch of the root node ∀γ reach in REACH in Figure 18 is denoted
with a variable mapping of γ reach = ctxgate1.

The initial variable assignment for the Ctransit constraint is an empty set.
When we traverse the CCT from the top down, every passed node adds its
own variable mapping from its branch (if any) to the variable assignment.
For example, a traversal from the root node ∀γ reach in REACH to the leftmost
node WithinTrans(γ reach, γ dock) corresponds to a variable assignment of {(γ reach,
ctxgate1), (γ dock, ctxdock1)}.

5.3 Constraint Checking Algorithms

In the following, we present the ECC and PCC algorithms.

5.3.1 Entire Constraint Checking (Ecc). An ECC algorithm consists of three
steps for a constraint being checked:

—create the CCT for this constraint;

—evaluate the truth value of the constraint by a post-order traversal of the
CCT;

—generate the links for the constraint by a postorder traversal of the CCT.

In the ECC algorithm, both the CCT creation and traversal need to process
the entire tree. We note that an implementation of the ECC algorithm may not
rely on the CCT structure, but an entire traversal of a CCT-alike data structure
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to process all possible context combinations for the associated constraint is the
same.

5.3.2 Partial Constraint Checking (PCC). The CCT creation and traversal
in the PCC algorithm only need to process small parts of the tree except the
first round of checking. In the first round, PCC has to create the entire CCT and
initializes all truth values and links using ECC.

Similarly, the PCC algorithm consists of three steps:

—adjust the CCT for the constraint under checking;

—adjust the truth value of the constraint;

—adjust the links for the constraint.

To explain how CCT adjustments are conducted, we introduce the concept of
critical node. A critical node is a node that contains the context set affected by
a given context change. Although one context change affects only one context
set in a constraint according to our checking strategy, the context set may be
referred to more than once in a CCT. Therefore, there may be more than one
critical node in a CCT given a context change. For example, if a context change
affects the context set DOCK, we get two critical nodes. Both of them refer to
the formula ∃γ dock in DOCK and thus the context set DOCK, as Figure 18 shows.

It is important to note that all critical nodes must be at the same height in
a CCT. This is because all of them are derived from the same formula but with
different variable mappings. For example, the two critical nodes representing
the formula ∃γ dock in DOCK are at the same height and correspond to two
different variable mappings (γ reach = ctxgate1 and γ reach = ctxgate2, respectively),
as Figure 18 shows.

Let N be a critical node and S be its associated context set. There are two
types of CCT adjustment when a context change relevant to S occurs:

—If the context change adds a new context into the context set S, then a new
branch is created for this new context and attached to node N .

—If the context change deletes a previous context from the context set S, then
a pervious branch relevant to this context is removed from node N

When a context change occurs, every critical node needs such adjustment. For
example, if the context set DOCK in Figure 18 changes from {ctxdock1, ctxdock2}
to {ctxdock1, ctxdock2, ctxdock3}, the CCT needs to add two new branches due to
this context addition change, as Figure 19 shows. If the context set REACH in
Figure 18 changes from {ctxgate1, ctxgate2} to {ctxgate2}, the CCT needs to remove
one previous branch due to this context deletion change, as Figure 20 shows.

Besides branch adjustments, we need to adjust truth values and links for a
CCT:

—First, if the CCT has created any new branches, PCC entirely checks all nodes
on the added branches (excluding the critical nodes) for their truth values and
links. This is because their variable assignments contain the added context.
For example, in Figure 19 two dashed branches are newly created, and the
two nodes on the branches are entirely checked.
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Fig. 19. Two dashed branches (with nodes) are newly created for adding the context ctxdock3.

Fig. 20. The dashed branch (with nodes) is just removed for deleting the context ctxgate1.

—Second, whether the CCT has created or removed any branches, PCC partially
rechecks all nodes on the paths from the critical nodes up to the root node
(including the critical nodes) for their new truth values and links. This is
because each of them has at least one branch just updated. For example, in
Figure 20 the critical node “∀γ reach in REACH” has one branch removed, and
this critical node is partially rechecked.

—Finally, there is no need to check or recheck other nodes in the CCT.

The preceding three steps are denoted by entire checking, partial checking,
and no adjustment, respectively, in Figure 19 and Figure 20. We observe that
many nodes in the CCT do not need any checking or rechecking, especially for
the context deletion change. Their previous truth values and links are reusable.

The PCC algorithm is an implementation of PCC semantics for the truth value
evaluation and link generation. The algorithm specifies a postorder traversal of
a CCT to calculate updated truth values and links. Nodes in the no adjustment
part have reusable checking results and do not need any checking or rechecking;
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nodes on removed branches are no longer reusable and their consumed space
is reclaimed.

5.4 Time Complexity Analysis

We first explain how to evaluate the Affected function, which judges whether a
given formula is affected by a context change or not. The evaluation is realized
by identifying critical nodes in a CCT. Once critical nodes are identified with
respect to a given context change, it is clear that this change affects not only
these critical nodes but also all the nodes above them in the CCT. It is important
to note that locating all the nodes above critical nodes does not have to be
conducted in advance. This is because when the PCC algorithm travels from
critical nodes up to the root node of a CCT, all traveled nodes are affected by
the context change. In other words, all formulas associated with these travelled
nodes are affected by the context change (i.e., the Affected function is evaluated
to true). Therefore, the time cost of evaluating the Affected function can be
omitted in our following time complexity analysis.

Let the number of nodes in a CCT be n. It can be inferred that a postorder
traversal of this CCT takes O(n) time. Given a context change, suppose that
the number of nodes changes from n to n1 due to branch changes caused by the
context change. ECC has to take O(3n1) = O(n1) time to recreate the CCT and
recalculate truth values and links (since every node is visited three times).

For PCC, the time is spent mainly on CCT adjustments. Let the number of
nodes on the paths from critical nodes up to the root node be n2 (including
critical nodes and the root node). Let the number of critical nodes be c. There
are two cases:

—Creating branches. The time cost consists of two parts: (1) adjusting
n1 – n nodes on the new branches (every such node is visited three times
for the node creation, truth value evaluation, and link generation, respec-
tively); (2) adjusting n2 nodes on the paths from critical nodes up to the
root node (every such node is visited twice for its truth value reevalua-
tion and link regeneration, respectively). Therefore, the total time cost is
O(3(n1 − n) + 2n2) = O(3n1 − 3n + 2n2).

—Removing branches. The removal takes O(c) time because c critical nodes
are visited to remove their associated branches. PCC then spends the other
time on adjusting n2 nodes on the paths from critical nodes up to the root
note (every such node is visited twice for its truth value reevaluation and
link regeneration, respectively). Therefore, the total time cost is O(c+2n2) =
O(n2).

To further analyze the relationships among n, n1, and n2, let the distance
from critical nodes to the root node be h (note that all critical nodes are at the
same height in a CCT). Then the following two results hold (see Figure 21):

—O(c)≤ |n1 − n| ≤ O(n). When all critical nodes are down to right above leaf
nodes, PCC only needs to add c new leaf nodes or remove c previous leaf nodes.
Therefore |n1 – n| = O(c) (Case 1.1 in Figure 21). When all critical nodes are
up to the root node itself, PCC needs to create or remove a large branch, whose
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Fig. 21. Illustration of how to derive the relationships among n, n1, and n2.

size is near O(n). Therefore |n1 – n| = O(n) (Case 1.2 in Figure 21). Other cases
are in between.

—O(h + c)≤ n2 ≤ O(hc). The paths from critical nodes to the root node eventu-
ally merge into one path. The lowest node of this path is called the split node.
When the split node is right down to above the critical nodes (or the split
node is the only critical node itself), most nodes on the paths are sharable
by all paths. Therefore n2 = O(h + c) (Case 2.1 in Figure 21). When the split
node is up to the root node itself, most nodes are in different paths and they
are unshared among all paths. Therefore n2 = O(hc). The result includes c
paths, each having h nodes at most (Case 2.2 in Figure 21). Other cases are
in between.

The best case is reached when there is only one critical node (i.e., c = 1), which
is also the split node and right above leaf nodes. In other words, the critical node
is as low as possible in the CCT. The worst case is reached when the split node
and the only critical node (i.e., c = 1) are the root node itself. In other words, the
critical node is as high up as possible in the CCT. We summarize the analysis
results and compare ECC and PCC in the following (ADD means “handling a
context addition change” and DEL means “handling a context deletion change”):

—ECC: O(n1) = O(n).

—PCC (ADD):

—the best case: O(3n1 − 3n + 2n2) = O(2h + 5c) = O(h);
—the worst case: O(3n1 − 3n + 2n2) = O(3n + 2hc) = O(n).
—PCC (DEL):
—The best case: O(n2) = O(h + c) = O(h)
—The worst case: O(n2) = O(hc) = O(h)
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From the preceding analysis and comparison, PCC is more efficient than ECC

because h is much less than n in practice. In addition, since we assume that
constraints are invariant in checking, O(h) is equal to O(1) because the up-
per bound of h is the CCT height, which is a constant. This justifies the high
performance of PCC in constraint checking.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we measure the performance difference between the ECC and PCC

approaches for context inconsistency detection. ECC represents conventional
incremental constraint checking techniques realized by tools such as Xlinkit,
ArgoUML, and UML Analyzer. We use the instance-based scopes to minimize
the number of constraints that need rechecking. Since we have found no exist-
ing ECC implementations for context inconsistency detection, the performance
comparison is subject to our own implementation, in which ECC and PCC share
the same context and constraint data structures.

6.1 Experimental Setup

Controlled variables in our experiments are: hardware and software configura-
tion, constraint checking workload, contexts’ freshness needs, number of formula
types, and checking strategy. We explain them in turn as follows.

—Hardware and software configuration. The experiments were performed on
an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13-GHz machine with 1 GB RAM. The operating sys-
tem was Windows XP Professional with Service Patch 2. The experimental
environment consisted of the middleware part and the client part. Cabot mid-
dleware [Xu and Cheung 2005; Xu et al. 2006] (developed in JDK 1.6.0) was
chosen as the experimental platform. The reason is that Cabot supports plug-
in context management services so that we can easily integrate and compare
different constraint checking techniques for context inconsistency detection.
Cabot does not favor either PCC or ECC as it is only responsible for providing
contexts to plug-in services. A client thread worked as a simulated context
source, which produced new contexts and sent them to Cabot at a controlled
rate.

—Constraint checking workload. The constraint checking workload was decided
by three factors: the number of contexts to be checked, the interval between
contexts sent by the client, and the number of constraints under checking. In
the experiments, we controlled the number of contexts from 100 to 500 at the
pace of 100, and set the interval to 400, 300, 200, and 150 ms, respectively. The
physical meaning of interval is that the context source continuously sends
one context to Cabot every interval time. The minimal interval of 150 ms was
selected for the comparison because ECC cannot support any smaller interval
in the experiments. Cabot processed each context twice, once as a context ad-
dition change (i.e., being matched by a pattern in the constraints), and once
as a context deletion change (i.e., being no longer valid against its freshness
need). Every context change triggered the rechecking of constraints relevant
to this change. In the experiments, we fixed the number of constraints to 13
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Fig. 22. Simulation process.

for two reasons. First, a context-aware application usually has limited con-
straints (about 10) for checking context consistency [Xu et al. 2007b]. Second,
for comparison purposes, the number of constraints cannot be too large. This
is because ECC cannot support more than 13 constraints when the interval
is set to 150 ms (we give more explanations later). The 13 constraints were
independent of one another and covered all seven first-order logic formula
types. They used 18 patterns to capture interested contexts for consistency
checking.

—Contexts’ freshness need. In the experiments, all contexts’ freshness needs
were fixed to a constant. We controlled the constant from 10 to 2 s at a pace
of 2 s. For example, when the freshness need was set to 10 s, every context
received in Cabot would remain valid for 10 s. During this period, the context
took part in inconsistency detection against thirteen constraints.

—Number of formula types. We considered the number of formula types in the
constraint language for specifying constraints. This is because we wanted
to know whether extra advantages can be received from the three nonker-
nel formula types (i.e., existential, or, and implies formulas). We consid-
ered two treatments in the experiments: one was to enable only four ker-
nel formula types (i.e., universal, and, not, and bfunc formulas), and the
other was to enable all seven first-order logic formula types. The two treat-
ments are termed the Kernel Framework and the Extended Framework,
respectively.

—Checking strategy. We considered two checking strategies. One was to handle
every context change immediately, that is, the eager strategy. This strategy is
applicable to both ECC and PCC. The other was to wait some time and handle
all delayed context changes as a whole, that is, the lazy strategy. This strategy
is applicable to ECC only. We wanted to know whether PCC was still superior
to ECC when ECC was enabled with the lazy strategy.

6.2 Simulation Process

Figure 22 shows our simulation process for the experiments. The context source
sent its produced contexts to Cabot. Cabot filtered the contexts by its plug-in
services (including our context inconsistency detection service) before sending
these contexts to applications running on top of it. The applications might send
their newly produced contexts back to the middleware as well. For controlled
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experimental purposes, we disabled the other plug-in services, and ensured
that applications did not send contexts back to Cabot.

The 13 constraints used in the experiments were from three applications: Ac-
tive Campus [Griswold et al. 2003], warehouse management [Rao et al. 2006],
and Call Forwarding [Want et al. 1992]. The three applications use location
contexts and RFID signal strength data. We list these constraints in the fol-
lowing, and discuss related issues (e.g., where are they from, how are they
representative, and are they fair for experiments) later:

(1) Active Campus:

(a) A person without an entry permit cannot be in a restricted area.
(b) A person cannot be outside the workplace during his or her working

hours.
(c) The location of a person should be consistent with his activity.

(2) Warehouse management:

(a) A product cannot be at two different places at the same time.
(b) The locations of a product must be continuous.
(c) Movement must be made within certain limits of velocity.
(d) A product cannot deviate from its assigned route.
(e) A product cannot be on the way too long.

(3) Call Forwarding:

(a) Nobody can be in two different places at the same time.
(b) Two people cannot be at the same location (applicable to certain places).
(c) A person without an entry permit cannot be in a restricted area.
(d) A person cannot be outside the workplace during his working hours.
(e) A person cannot move too fast.

Among all contexts produced by the context source, 66.7% of them matched
at least one pattern, and thus Cabot needed to recheck the relevant constraints.
These constraints refer to those built on the context sets relevant to this pattern.
In the experiments, we realized this percentage by inserting an irrelevant con-
text, which was designed randomly, between every two normal contexts, which
were designed especially for matching a pattern in the constraints.

With this experimental setup and simulation process, we in the following
study the impacts of the workload, of the freshness need, of the checking strat-
egy, and of the number of formula types on constraint checking performance
between PCC and ECC.

6.3 Experimental Results and Analyses

6.3.1 Impact of the Workload. We first studied the impact of the constraint
checking workload on ECC and PCC, using the eager strategy in the Kernel
Framework with the freshness need set to 10 s. The workload was controlled
by changing the number of contexts for checking and interval between contexts
sent by the client. The workload increased when the number of contexts grew
(i.e., the client has sent more contexts for checking) or the interval decreased
(i.e., the client had sent contexts more frequently).
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Fig. 23. Checking time comparison between ECC and PCC (top: ADD, bottom: DEL).

Fig. 24. Checking time comparison between ADD and DEL (top: ECC, bottom: PCC).

Figure 23 illustrates the checking time comparison between ECC and PCC

when the interval was set to 400 ms. We studied two scenarios: one for context
addition changes (ADD scenario), and the other for context deletion changes
(DEL scenario). Both scenarios show that PCC took less time than ECC for check-
ing contexts. PCC was around 15 times faster than ECC in the ADD scenario and
even faster in the DEL scenario.

Figure 24 studies the checking time from another perspective. It illustrates
the checking time comparison between the ADD and DEL scenarios when the
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Fig. 25. Checking time comparison among different intervals (top: ECC, bottom: PCC).

interval was set to 400 ms. The comparison results are very different for ECC

and PCC. For ECC, the checking times in the ADD and DEL scenarios are so
close, but for PCC, there is a big difference (almost double). This is because,
from our earlier complexity analysis, ECC’s time complexity is O(n) in both the
ADD and DEL scenarios, whereas PCC’s time complexity is between O(h) and
O(n) in the ADD scenario and always O(h) in the DEL scenario. In practice, h
is less than n. Thus, PCC has an even greater advantage over ECC in the DEL
scenario. The experiments confirmed our analysis results.

Figure 25 illustrates the checking time comparison among different intervals
from 400 down to 150 ms. In this comparison, we do not distinguish between
the ADD and DEL scenarios, and thus the checking time represents the total
time for both scenarios. Although ECC and PCC’s comparison results differ, their
tendencies behave similarly: when the interval decreased, the checking time
increased accordingly. This is understandable because the freshness need was
set to a constant (10 s). Therefore, if more contexts arrive at Cabot during a time
unit (i.e., a smaller interval), there would then be more contexts for constraint
checking (i.e., larger context sets). Thus, the checking time had to increase
because we had to examine more contexts against the constraints.

6.3.2 Impact of the Freshness Need. We then studied the impact of the
freshness need on ECC and PCC. The experiments were controlled by changing
the freshness need from 10 down to 2 s at a pace of 2 s. Other parameters were
fixed for comparison purposes: the number of contexts for checking was set to
500, the interval between contexts was set to 150 ms, and the experiments
were conducted under the eager strategy in the Kernel Framework. With the
decrease of the freshness need, each context would have less valid time for
checking. We expected that there would be an impact on the checking time of
both ECC and PCC.
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Fig. 26. Checking time comparison between ECC and PCC (with different freshness needs).

Figure 26 illustrates the checking time comparison result for ECC and PCC

with different freshness needs. From the comparison, the freshness need has
a large impact on the checking time of both ECC and PCC. When the freshness
need was set to a smaller value, there were fewer contexts available for con-
straint checking, and thus the checking time rapidly decreased, as illustrated in
Figure 26. However, although ECC and PCC had similar tendencies in this com-
parison, ECC took more time than PCC for constraint checking (at least seven
times).

6.3.3 Impact of the Checking Strategy. The preceding comparisons indi-
cate that PCC outperforms ECC under the eager strategy in the Kernel Frame-
work. In the following, we allowed ECC to take advantage of the lazy strategy
to reduce its rechecking time, whereas PCC still took the eager strategy.

A new variable, delay time (DT), was used to control when to signal ECC to
handle delayed context changes in the past DT time. DT varied from 1 up to 8 s
at a pace of 1 s (8 s was selected because we met a breakeven point of checking
time by then). Besides checking time (i.e., the total checking time for both the
ADD and DEL scenarios), we also measured the inconsistency miss rate for
ECC. The measurement evaluates how many inconsistencies ECC misses when
DT increases. Some inconsistencies may become undetectable due to delayed
checking. The inconsistency miss rate is defined as (NPCC – NECC) / NPCC,
where NPCC is the number of inconsistencies reported by PCC and NECC is
the number reported by ECC. In our experiments, the checking workload was
controlled by setting the number of contexts to 500 and the interval to 200 ms.
The experiments were conducted in the Kernel Framework.

The upper part in Figure 27 compares the checking time for ECC (using the
lazy strategy) and PCC (using the eager strategy). ECC’s checking time is repre-
sented by a descending curve and PCC’s checking time is represented by a line.
We observe that reducing ECC’s checking time by the lazy strategy is possible.
When DT is larger than about 7.5 s (i.e., the breakeven point, which is about
75% of the freshness need), ECC’s checking time becomes smaller than PCC’s
checking time. This suggests that ECC can be faster than PCC for constraint
checking when enabled with a sufficiently large delay time.

However, such a seemingly promising result is accompanied by several dis-
advantages. First, reporting context inconsistencies is subject to delay, and in
the worst case the delay can be up to DT time. Second, delayed checking leads
to a high inconsistency miss rate. When ECC reached the breakeven point, the
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Fig. 27. Checking time comparison (top) and inconsistency miss rate for ECC (bottom).

miss rate was as high as 75% (see the lower part in Figure 27). Third, there is no
guarantee that arriving contexts would partake in constraint checking in time,
and thus detected context inconsistencies may no longer be interesting. We also
observe that, even without any delay (DT = 0), ECC still has an inconsistency
miss rate of 11.7%. This is because any calculation takes time. When DT is set
to zero, there is still a small delay time caused by the ECC itself, because ECC

needs to take more time to check the same contexts than PCC.

6.3.4 Impact of the Number of Formula Types. Finally, we compare the
Kernel Framework and Extended Framework. Their difference lies in the num-
ber of formula types. The former contains only four formula types and the latter
contains all seven formula types.

The number of formula types plays an important role in the complexity of
specified constraints. In the Kernel Framework, we specify all constraints us-
ing four kernel formula types only, and the average height of their associated
CCTs is 7.6. In the Extended Framework, all seven formula types are available
for specifying constraints, and therefore the average height of CCTs of the con-
straints is reduced to 4.5. This difference is due to the complexity of the three
equations for formula replacement as discussed earlier.

We conducted all the preceding experiments in the Extended Framework
and compared them for differences. We observe that the experimental results
had similar tendencies in the checking time, that is, PCC always spent less time
in constraint checking than ECC. Under the eager strategy, we could further
improve both ECC and PCC by nearly 20% in checking performance using the
Extended Framework. If ECC was enabled with the lazy strategy, we reached a
breakeven point when the delay time was about 7 s where the miss rate was as
high as 80%.

The checking performance of both ECC and PCC benefits from the three non-
kernel formula types. These formula types’ contributions lie not only in the
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easier use in specifying constraints (and thus having a reduced average CCT
height), but also in providing the new constraint checking semantics by Theo-
rems 1, 2, and 3 (see online Appendices A and B at ACM’s Digital Library). These
semantics are available for constraint checking in the Extended Framework.

As a summary of all experimental results and analyses, PCC runs about 15
times faster than ECC for detecting context inconsistencies. Besides, the use of
the three nonkernel formula types can bring extra checking performance gains.
We note that PCC did not spend more memory than ECC in the experiments:
Cabot with PCC used 7.4 MB memory, whereas Cabot with ECC used 17.9 MB
memory (we measured the maximal used memory). This result was reported by
JProbe 7.0.2,3 and is somewhat interesting as we expected that PCC would need,
additional space for keeping last checking results. Our further study discloses
that, due to ECC’s low checking performance, ECC checked contexts slower than
new contexts’ arriving speed. Many delayed contexts consumed extra space for
the checking with new contexts (i.e., corresponding CCTs became larger than
those maintained in PCC). It is important to note that the delay was caused by
ECC itself not by Cabot, because otherwise PCC would also be affected in the
same way.

6.4 Threats to Validity

We analyze the construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and the-
oretical reliability for our simulation experiments one by one.

6.4.1 Construct Validity. We measured two variables, checking time and
inconsistency miss rate, to evaluate and compare the checking performance
between ECC and PCC.

The total checking time consists of two parts, which correspond to the times
for handling context addition and deletion changes, respectively. This classifi-
cation is complete because each context sent to Cabot was handled twice, once
as a context addition change and once as a context deletion change.

The inconsistency miss rate was measured indirectly. This is because cal-
culating accurately the number of all context inconsistencies is difficult when
contexts are randomly produced. Any calculation takes time and would miss
potential context inconsistencies. We used the difference between the numbers
of reported context inconsistencies by ECC and PCC to measure indirectly the
inconsistency miss rate. This indirect measurement still reflects the difference
between ECC and PCC in their capabilities of detecting context inconsistencies
for pervasive computing.

6.4.2 Internal Validity. We controlled the checking workload by changing
the number of contexts for handling and the interval between contexts. Whether
the two variables accurately controlled the checking workload needs some
explanations.

The inconsistency detection module was integrated as a plug-in service in
Cabot. We shut down all other services such as application situation assessment

3http://www.quest.com/jprobe/.
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to avoid irrelevant influence to our context inconsistency detection. However,
there is still an upper bound of available computational resources for inconsis-
tency detection. We refer to it as Cabot’s capability.

As illustrated in Figure 25, when the interval was set to 150 ms, ECC already
consumed all Cabot’s capability. To see it, we make a simple calculation: re-
ceiving 500 contexts took 150 ∗ 500 = 75,000 ms when the interval was set to
150 ms, but ECC’s checking time was already about 75,000 ms, as illustrated in
Figure 25. This implies that the checking time thus measured for ECC may not
be 100% accurate.

On the other hand, PCC does not have this problem as its checking time is
much less than 75,000 ms. In the experiments, PCC only consumed less than
14% of Cabot’s capability (9,968 ms) for context inconsistency detection when
the interval was set to 150 ms, although ECC had already exhausted under this
setting. Therefore, this measurement problem does not affect the conclusion
about PCC’s significance in the checking performance compared to ECC.

Another issue is whether, since PCC has to start after one first round of ECC,
this requirement significantly affects the measurement of the checking time.
Consider an experiment that handles 100 contexts. One round of ECC cannot
be compared to 99 rounds of PCC. Since every experiment needed to handle at
least 100 contexts or up to 500 contexts, the impact of the first round of ECC

would be very small and thus negligible.

6.4.3 External Validity. The hardware and software configuration is com-
mon for a typical middleware-based computing environment, which includes
a middleware server for CPU-intensive context handling tasks and portable
context-aware devices and services that have connections to the server.

The 13 constraints used in the experiments were from a study about de-
signing consistency constraints for pervasive computing applications [Xu et al.
2007b]. We conducted this study among 30 participants who were from two
universities: The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, and Sun
Yat-Sen University (in China). Most of the study participants were post-
graduates (76.7%), and the others were undergraduates (10.0%) and teachers
(13.3%).

We selected 13 constraints for our experiments from all constraints designed
by the participants. The selection was to make the selected constraints cover
most of the designed constraints. Here, cover means “the same as or similar to in
semantics,” because many constraints are actually the same but use different
representations (e.g., natural languages and diagrams). The coverage of the
selected 13 constraints was 75.0%, 63.0%, and 83.3%, respectively, for the three
applications in the study. To avoid possible misunderstanding to the designed
constraints, we checked with the participants by email to confirm that we had
correctly understood their design intentions.

The preceding selection process and coverage information suggest that the
selected constraints for our experiments were easy to think of or widely under-
stood by most participants, and therefore are more representative compared
to the remaining ones. Through the selection of these constraints, we tried to
avoid bias to either ECC or PCC.
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One issue is why we did not select the constraints that have high complexity
(e.g., concerning three or more variables in one constraint, or checking contexts
with more complex structures). We note that, with the growth of complexity of
constraints, the checking performance difference between PCC and ECC indeed
increases. This is because ECC would require a lot of unnecessary constraint
rechecking. Therefore, our preceding selection was also made to avoid bias to
our PCC.

We also conducted experiments with fewer constraints (fewer than 13). The
checking time was nearly proportional to the number of constraints when all
other factors were equal. This indicates that we can extend our comparison
results to other numbers of constraints (but ECC may have already consumed
all Cabot’s capability if it has to check more than 13 constraints).

Finally, the interval between contexts was set to a constant in simulation
experiments for better control. We studied variable intervals in the case study
given in Section 7.

6.4.4 Theoretical Reliability. One issue is whether we have bias in the al-
gorithm implementation. The reason we did not directly use Xlinkit, ArgoUML,
and UML Analyzer is that they are originally for inconsistency detection for
static software artifacts or software artifacts that change slowly or rarely. To
test their checking performance in pervasive computing, we re-implemented
them as the ECC approach.

To minimize possible bias in our experiments, we had ECC and PCC use the
same context and constraint structures. In addition, we chose the instance-
based scope to minimize the number of constraints affected by context changes.
Therefore, the ECC we used in the experiments represents the most efficient
version of all ECC implementations when other factors are equal to those of
PCC. The checking performance difference thus observed from the experiments
reasonably exists, and may even be larger in practice.

7. CASE STUDY

In this section, we use a case study to show how to deploy our PCC approach for
a practical pervasive computing scenario. We explain the procedure of setting
up consistency constraints and freshness needs. We also illustrate by this case
study the checking performance difference between the PCC and ECC approaches
in practice.

7.1 Background

The system investigated in our case study was SUTPC, which has been
launched by the Shenzhen Urban Transport Planning Center.4 The SUTPC
system is being developed for monitoring real-time traffic conditions for the
Shenzhen city in China, and enhancing taxi drivers with “best routing” sup-
port for their destinations.

The SUTPC system consists of two parts: mobile clients installed on every
taxi and the planning subsystem in the research center. Each mobile client

4http://www.sutpc.com/szgis/.
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Fig. 28. An example planned route (traffic condition annotations: good, congested, and blocked).

includes a car device (hardware) and a navigation subsystem (software). The
device is responsible for collecting contexts of its associated taxi and send-
ing them periodically to the planning subsystem via GPRS technology (GPRS
stands for General Packet Radio Services). The navigation subsystem exploits
global information (e.g., whether a certain street is congested or blocked) sent
back from the planning subsystem to calculate its best route to a destination.
Figure 28 illustrates an example planned route with annotations provided by
the SUTPC Web site.

The planning subsystem is our focus in this case study. The subsystem needs
to monitor large amounts of incoming contexts from all taxis in the city con-
tinually. These contexts include every taxi’s GPS data (GPS stands for Global
Positioning System, including longitude and latitude data), instant velocity,
moving direction, and some service data (e.g., whether this taxi is in business
or not).

It should be observed that the received contexts are errorprone, and thus
need consistency checking before they can be safely used, and some contexts
are missing due to unreliable wireless communications. For example, GPRS
signals can be lost when a taxi goes into a highway tunnel. In addition, some
contexts are noisy data caused by environmental factors. For instance, GPS
tracking is generally known to be unstable when a taxi is close to buildings
or metal constructions. This makes the estimated location of a taxi (calculated
from its GPS data) differ from its actual location. As there is generally no way to
precisely tell the real location of a taxi or judge whether a calculated location is a
noisy data or not, we applied our constraint checking approach to this scenario.
Our goal was to detect context inconsistencies against predefined consistency
constraints, and suggest how to repair inconsistent contexts for the sake of the
applications running on these contexts.

7.2 Experimental Setup

We explain the experimental setup in the following.

7.2.1 Contexts. We experimentally compared our PCC approach and the
conventional ECC approach for the consistency checking of received contexts.
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These contexts are real 1-day data collected by the SUTPC system. Owing to
some privacy issues in the research center (only taxi contexts from one single
company could be released to us), we finally obtained part of the contexts and
consistency constraints that concern about 760 taxis in total.

We collected contexts for 24 h continuously (from 11 a.m. Oct. 26, 2007, to
11 a.m. Oct. 27, 2007). The total number of collected contexts was 1,545,116.
The interval between two consecutive contexts varied from 20 ms to 3000 ms.
On average, there was a new context every 55.9 ms (i.e., the average inter-
val). We used the Cabot middleware to receive these contexts based on their
actual timestamps (i.e., the intervals were set according to actual context
timestamps).

We divided all collected contexts into 24 periods based on hours. That is,
the first period included contexts from 11:00:00.000 to 11:59:59.999, Oct. 26,
2007, and the consecutive periods included contexts for each subsequent hour.
As such, we were able to study and compare the impact of different checking
workloads on PCC and ECC more precisely. This is because different periods
have different traffic conditions, for example, there are fewer taxis in business
at night.

The number of contexts in each period varied from 60,736 to 69,397 (64,380
on average), and the average interval in each period varied from 51.9 to 59.3.
We note that it is not necessarily true that a period including more contexts or a
smaller average interval represents a higher checking workload. The workload
also relies on how contexts are checked against consistency constraints.

7.2.2 Consistency Constraints. The consistency constraints used in the ex-
periments were from software engineers who were working on the SUTPC sys-
tem in the research center. The software engineers provided us with 12 con-
straints (of three types) they had implemented in the system.

—Constraint C1. The first constraint C1 concerns GPS data. It checks whether
the location represented by a piece of GPS data is within the geological range
of Shenzhen city, which should be in [112E, 116E] and [20N, 24N].

—Dealing with C1 violations. When constraint C1 is violated, the involved
context contains noisy GPS data that specifies an invalid location, and thus
should be discarded.

—Constraints C2-11. The next 10 constraints C2–C11 also concern GPS data.
They check whether the location change of a taxi stays in the reasonable
range with respect to its possible velocity. For example, even a taxi running
extremely fast (say, 200 km/hr, which is almost impossible in Shenzhen city)
cannot have a location change of 0.025◦ in longitude or latitude or both within
46◦ s (the average interval of generating a context for one taxi). Each of the
10 constraints checks context consistency for one group of taxis that share
a distinct last digit in its numeric identifier (the identifier consists of five
digits in total). This treatment is the real setup in the SUTPC system and
we followed it in the experiments. Here is the explanation for this treatment.
The software engineers of the research center found that checking all taxis
together against this type of constraint was impossible because incoming
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contexts could not be checked in time and kept being missed even though
they set up large buffers.

—Dealing with C2-11 violations. When any of the constraints C2-C11 is vio-
lated, at least one of the location pair that forms the location change is noisy
data. Possible repair actions include discarding either, or both, of them, or
smoothing them with respect to temporally adjacent location data of the same
taxi. Drivers of the affected taxis may be prompted for their current positions
using conventional radio communication systems. Such information is logged
for subsequent system recalibration. The drivers may be warned about the
current dependability of their taxis’ automobile navigation systems.

—Constraint C12. The last constraint C12 concerns both GPS and velocity data.
It requires that two taxis close to each other not have very different velocities.
We followed suggestions from the software engineers to interpret “close” as
“100 m in distance” and “very different” as “50% different in velocity.”

—Dealing with C12 violations. The SUTPC system takes a conservative ap-
proach to checking contexts. As we know, this constraint only implies possible
problems with involved contexts. Cases exist when the constraint is violated
but contexts are correct. For example, research experts have suggested that
taxis often pull over to the side of a road to pick up or drop off passengers.
When this happens, it is likely that another taxi drives past, violating this
constraint. Therefore, when this constraint is violated, a deeper investiga-
tion is required to study what has caused that and to decide proper repair
actions. In this case study, we took this constraint for the purpose of measur-
ing and comparing the checking performance difference between the PCC and
ECC approaches. If we can check this kind of constraint faster, we can spend
more time analyzing the situation and developing more reasonable repair
actions.

7.2.3 Freshness Needs. The freshness needs in our experiments were de-
fined to meet the real requirements of the application scenario. For the con-
venience of presentation, we use location/velocity context to refer to “location/
velocity data in collected contexts.”

The C1 constraint concerns one location context only (checking whether the
location is within the geological range of Shenzhen city). Since any location
context needs this checking only once and does not have to be kept for later
checking, we set the freshness need of the pattern for collecting location contexts
to zero.

The C2-C11 constraints concern a consecutive pair of location contexts from
one taxi (checking whether they have a reasonable location change). Since a
taxi generates a new context about its state every 46 s, as mentioned earlier,
we set the freshness need of the pattern for collecting a consecutive pair of
location contexts to 46 s.

The C12 constraint concerns a pair of location contexts (i.e., checking whether
they refer to two taxis that are close to each other but have very different
velocities). The pattern for collecting location and velocity contexts needs to
capture context pairs for taxis that are close to each other. According to the
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Table I. Checking Time and Detected Inconsistencies Comparisons

Checking Time Detected Inconsistencies

Approach Time (ms) Number (#)

PCC 10,650,094 ECC took 5.7 14,397 ECC’s relative miss rate:

ECC 71,868,115 times more 7,091 50.7%

earlier explanation about “100 m in distance,” a freshness need of 18 s was
selected. This is because even if a taxi has a low velocity of 20 km/h, it can still
travel 100 m in 18 s. Therefore, 18 s are sufficient for the pattern to collect
location and velocity contexts of taxis that are no more than 100 m in distance.

7.2.4 Other Experimental Settings. Let us here explain other experimental
settings.

—Hardware and software configuration. The experiments were conducted on
an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.13-GHz machine with 1 GB RAM. The operating system
was Windows XP Professional with Service Patch 2.

—Number of formula types. We used the Extended Framework, that is, all
seven first-order logic formula types were used for specifying consistency
constraints.

—Checking strategy. We used the eager strategy, that is, to handle every con-
text change immediately. The reason is that context changes were regarded
frequent (one new context about every 55.9 ms). If we chose the lazy strategy,
the delayed checking would have caused too many missed context inconsis-
tencies and thus be unfair to the ECC approach. However, even if we had tried
to avoid this bias to the ECC approach by the eager strategy, ECC still would
still have caused a high inconsistency miss rate, as shown later.

7.3 Experimental Results and Analyses

We ran our experiments with nearly 1.5 million contexts. We tried both the PCC

and ECC approaches to checking the consistency of these contexts.

7.3.1 Checking Time and Detected Inconsistencies Comparisons. We first
compared the checking time and detected inconsistencies for these two ap-
proaches. The former measures how much time an approach spent on check-
ing contexts, and the latter measures how many inconsistencies an approach
detected.

From Table I, PCC took 10,650,094 ms to check all contexts and ECC took
71,868,115 ms. The time ECC took is about 6.7 times that of PCC. Moreover, PCC

detected 14,397 context inconsistencies, which are about twice as many as ECC

detected (7,091 context inconsistencies). ECC’s relative inconsistency miss rate
(compared to PCC) is 50.7%.

Figure 29 further compares the checking time between PCC and ECC for each
1-h period. We observe that, after midnight, the checking workload decreased
and this affected the checking times of both PCC and ECC in the same way (the
checking times were reduced). From the figure, PCC consistently used less time
to check the same contexts in each period than ECC.
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Fig. 29. Checking time comparison between ECC and PCC for each 1-h period.

Table II. Inconsistency Miss Rate Comparison

Detected Context Inconsistencies

Miss Real Inc. Real Miss

Approach Inc. Number (#) Rate (%) Number (#) Rate (%)

Theoretical upper bound 14,410 N/A 14,410 N/A

PCC 14,397 0.1% 14,397 0.1%

ECC 7,091 50.8% 6,889 52.2%

7.3.2 Real Inconsistency Miss Rate Comparison. The preceding relative
inconsistency miss rate measured the difference between the PCC and ECC ap-
proaches in detecting context inconsistencies. This measurement indirectly dis-
closed PCC’s superiority over ECC in its ability to detecting context inconsisten-
cies. We wondered whethered we could compare what the two approaches have
detected directly to real context inconsistencies. Such a comparison would fur-
ther disclose the quality of detected context inconsistencies.

We implemented a tool to exhaustively check all contexts with respect to the
specified consistency constraints, and thus obtained all real context inconsisten-
cies. With these real inconsistencies, we studied and compared those detected
by the PCC and ECC approaches. Table II lists the comparison results.

The number of real context inconsistencies gives the theoretical upper bound
of all potential context inconsistencies, which is 14,410. If we use this upper
bound as the reference value, then PCC’s inconsistency miss rate was 0.1% and
ECC’s inconsistency miss rate was as high as 50.8%. The two values measure
how many context inconsistencies have been missed by a certain approach in
percentage. Although PCC missed a few context inconsistencies, the percentage
was very low (only 0.1%). On the other hand, ECC missed many more context
inconsistencies (more than 50%).

An important question is: Are these detected context inconsistencies real or
do any false positives exist? To answer this question, we compared the context
inconsistencies detected by PCC and ECC to the real ones, respectively. We ob-
serve that ECC produced some false positives (2.8%). After we removed them
from the set of detected context inconsistencies, ECC’s inconsistency miss rate
was reduced to 52.2%. This result shows that PCC is able to detect more context
inconsistencies not because it reports more false positives (PCC actually detects
every context inconsistency precisely). For ECC, a majority (more than 52%) of
real context inconsistencies were missed. This makes ECC unsuitable for such
an application scenario.
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As an explanation for the miss rate of 0.1% for PCC, the tool for exhaustively
checking the consistency of contexts reports only the theoretical upper bound
of potential context inconsistencies, and does not consider any real-life factors.
For example, when PCC was working for this application scenario, any new
context was fed to Cabot by network connections, which brought small delays
to context consistency checking by object serialization operations and network
communications. Since this kind of factor has been ignored in the tool, some
“real” context inconsistencies are not detectable in reality.

For space cost, Cabot with PCC used 29.1 MB memory, whereas Cabot with
ECC used 31.0 M memory (we measured the maximal used memory using JProbe
7.0.2 as we did in the simulation experiments). PCC consumed less memory than
ECC, but the difference was not as large as in the simulation experiments. Our
further study shows that context changes were faster in the case study (about
every 55.9 ms) than in simulation experiments (every 150 ms to 400 ms), and
therefore ECC was unable to check many incoming contexts (as shown by its
high inconsistency miss rate). Many missed contexts did not participate in CCT
constructions in ECC, and thus ECC used less memory than it should have, but
still more than the memory PCC used.

8. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review and compare the related work of recent years.

8.1 Pervasive Computing and Context Awareness

Pervasive computing, as a fast-developing discipline, has been receiving in-
creasing attention from researchers and software developers. From the early
representative application framework Context Toolkit [Dey et al. 1999; Salber
et al. 1999] to current sophisticated middleware infrastructures [Julien and
Roman 2002, 2006; Murphy et al. 2006; Ranganathan et al. 2004; Xu et al.
2004], various programming models and services have been proposed. At the
same time, practical applications such as ConChat [Ranganathan et al. 2002]
and Active Badges [Want et al. 1992] were developed to support users with
smarter services (e.g., ConChat corrects semantic errors during a talk using
user contexts; Active Badges enables smart call forwarding, which makes every-
body receives his or her call at the most convenient phone). With such success,
context management for consistency, however, has not received much attention
and been adequately studied in the existing literature.

Most studies on context awareness are concerned with either application
frameworks that support context abstraction or data structures that sup-
port context queries for pervasive applications. Some projects (e.g., Gaia
[Ranganathan and Campbell 2003; Roman et al. 2002] and RCSM [Yau and
Karim 2004; Yau et al. 2002]) provided middleware support for pervasive com-
puting and focused on the organization of pervasive devices (e.g., printers and
projectors) and collaboration among pervasive services (e.g., location-aware
printing and automatic slides uploading for presentation). Other projects pro-
vided programming support for context processing and reasoning. For example,
Context Toolkit [Dey et al. 1999; Salber et al. 1999] aided software developers
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with programming units to capture context data from sensors and interpret
them in an application-specific way. Griswold et al. [2003] presented a hybrid
mediator-observer design pattern for the architecture of pervasive applications
to support software extensibility. Henricksen and Indulska [2004a] introduced
a multilayer framework for pervasive applications to support contextual con-
dition selection and program unit invocation. Hauswirth and Jazayeri [1999]
proposed a software component and communication model for push systems
to support mobile contexts and code. Zachariadis et al. [2006] presented a
component-based middleware approach to managing mobile codes with per-
vasive contexts. Payton et al. [2007] proposed a protocol for automatically as-
sessing the consistency of query results in the context of dynamic environments.
Ranganathan et al. [2002, 2004] discussed ways to reason for semantic errors
in context-aware chatting programs.

Context awareness also imposes challenges to the testing of pervasive and
mobile applications [Satoh 2003]. Tse et al. [2004] and Chan et al. [2006] ex-
plored new ways to verify test results based on metamorphic relationships de-
rived from context-aware applications. Lu et al. [2006] proposed to generalize
the concept of “data definition” to “data update” to model that contexts can be
sensed (updated) directly by the pervasive environment rather than just by pro-
gram statements. They formulated a set of data-flow-based coverage criteria to
improve the fault detection capability for pervasive applications. Recently, they
have also extended their work to the testing of context-aware applications with
inconsistency resolution services [Lu et al. 2008]. Wang et al. [2007] identified
context-aware program points (CAPP) in pervasive applications to strengthen
testing requirements with respect to traditional test cases.

The work just described on pervasive computing and context awareness has
conducted substantial research on the context processing, reasoning, program-
ming, and testing models, but inadequate attention has been paid to compre-
hensive context management that detects context inconsistencies and resolves
them for reliable pervasive computing.

8.2 Inconsistency or Conflict Detection and Resolution

The research issue of detecting and resolving context inconsistencies for perva-
sive computing shares many observations with other disciplines.

In the artificial intelligence discipline, expert systems for supporting deci-
sion making are being widely studied and developed. Attention has been paid to
the evidence aggregation problem where expert systems make decisions about
imprecise and uncertain evidence [Scotney and Mcclean 2003]. Probability the-
ories are commonly adopted to estimate the likelihood of making a particular
decision, and sophisticated training processes are typically required.

In the active database discipline, techniques for detecting composite events,
which are defined over simple events with composition operators such as
and, and for triggering predefined actions have been extensively studied.
E-brokerage [Mok et al. 2004] and Amit [Adi and Etzion 2004] are two widely
known projects that detect complex composite events and situations with timing
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constraints. The two projects differ from our work in that they focus on the ex-
pressive power of their proposed models rather than detection effectiveness
and efficiency issues. Following them, Agrawal et al. [2008] proposed a non-
deterministic finite automaton (NFA) based approach to matching event pat-
terns efficiently. The approach focuses on sequence-based event streams and
has strong expressiveness to support Kleene closure operations. The difference
between this work and our work is that its proposed language considers only
conjunctive conditions and does not directly support negation operators, which
have been widely used in FOL-based constraints. Detecting anomalies in RFID
data streams is a new research issue, which has received growing attention in
recent years [Jeffery et al. 2006; Rao et al. 2006]. Anomalies in RFID data are
analogous to inconsistencies in pervasive contexts. Jeffery et al. [2006] proposed
detecting anomalies using a statistical model. The distribution assumption used
in the model applies to RFID data but is not applicable to generic contexts of
diverse nature. Rao et al. [2006] suggested detecting anomalies in RFID data
immediately before applications execute queries on the data. This approach
aims to support application-specific cleaning methods for RFID data but covers
only a subset of potential SQL queries. Besides, SQL queries are not the only
way for applications to use contexts in pervasive computing [Xu et al. 2007c].
Finally, these data filtering techniques only check whether a data stream sat-
isfies predefined statistical models or not, but never guarantee filtered data
streams inconsistency-free.

In the software engineering discipline, there is much related work. Nentwich
et al. [2002, 2003a] proposed an interactive framework Xlinkit for repairing in-
consistent XML documents. The framework produces repair options derivable
from predefined constraints. The framework builds on an incremental check-
ing model whose granularity is at a constraint rule as we discussed earlier.
Besides, interactive repairing for inconsistent contexts is infeasible for per-
vasive computing because human participation is slow, expensive, and error-
prone. Egyed [2007] addressed the similar problem of repairing inconsistent
UML models. This work further refined valid repair options but still required
interactive mechanisms to follow human choices. Capra et al. [2003] presented
a reflective middleware CARISMA for supporting mobile applications in per-
vasive computing. CARISMA detects policy conflicts inside an application and
resolves them using a microeconomic approach. The work resembles our own
but assumes that accurate contexts are available and the application has nec-
essary knowledge to make the resolution decision. This assumption is differ-
ent from ours because contexts are generally inaccurate and pervasive ap-
plications do not actually know how to vote for the correctness of contexts.
Insuk et al. [2005] addressed a similar policy conflict issue, which focused
on conflicts among applications rather than inside one application. The pre-
sented solution has similar aforementioned problems when applied to pervasive
computing.

The preceding work from different disciplines has addressed related research
issues but cannot provide adequate support for context inconsistency detection
in pervasive computing, as we analyzed.
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8.3 Inconsistency or Conflict Resolution Strategies

Although our focus in this article has been how to effectively and efficiently
detect context inconsistencies, the strategies of resolving detected inconsisten-
cies are also an important issue because context inconsistency resolution is an
immediate next step toward reliable pervasive computing.

Bu et al. [2005, 2006] and Insuk et al. [2005] addressed the context incon-
sistency problem and proposed similar resolution strategies. Bu et al. [2005,
2006] suggested discarding all relevant contexts except the latest one if they
cause any inconsistency. This work has assumed that the latest context has the
largest reliability. Insuk et al. [2005] proposed to resolve context inconsisten-
cies by following human choices. This work has assumed that human beings can
make the best decisions for inconsistency resolution. The work just described
has explicitly addressed the context inconsistency problem but the proposed
solutions have either made assumptions that may not often hold in practice
[Xu et al. 2007c] or relied on human participation, which is usually expensive
and slow for pervasive computing.

There is some related work on inconsistency or conflict resolution not for
pervasive contexts but still provide useful experiences. Chomicki et al. [2003]
suggested discarding an incoming event or randomly discarding several ac-
tions if incoming events cause any conflicting actions. This work aimed to
keep consistency from the perspective of logical programming. Chen et al.
[2003] would remove several choice relations if they cause any conflict to test
frameworks. Sometimes valid choice relations may be mistakenly removed
and therefore this work requires that corrections should be made afterwards.
Demsky and Rinard [2006] considered the problem of detecting and repair-
ing inconsistencies in data structures of software. This work needed a soft-
ware developer’s control in specifying the data’s default values for repairing
and the way to create new data during repair. Ranganathan and Campbell
[2003] suggested setting up and following rule priorities when several rules
are triggered at the same time. This work assumed that user preferences can
be specified using priority mechanisms in advance and usually do not change at
runtime.

The preceding related work has proposed various strategies for inconsis-
tency resolution. They can be roughly classified into the following categories:
drop-all, drop-latest, drop-random, or user-specified resolution strategies. They
are basically not suitable for pervasive computing for two reasons: (1) no evi-
dence shows that such discarding-based heuristics work for general pervasive
environments; (2) user participation for manual resolution of context inconsis-
tencies is infeasible for dynamic pervasive environments. Therefore automatic
inconsistency resolution for pervasive contexts is also an interesting research
direction and we are working toward this [Xu et al. 2007c, 2008].

8.4 Our Ideas on Dealing with Context Inconsistencies

As mentioned in the Introduction, taking followup actions to resolve incon-
sistent contexts is critical for pervasive computing. Although the article has
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mainly focused on our partial constraint checking methodology for efficient
context inconsistency detection, we also have paid attention to how to repair
inconsistent contexts whenever we discussed consistency constraints for cer-
tain applications. Besides the repair actions we have discussed in the article
(e.g., discarding noisy contexts or adding back missed RFID reads), there has
been related work on resolving context inconsistencies in an automatic or man-
ual way, as we just presented and compared to each other. We are also exploring
automated approaches to resolving context inconsistencies. The following gives
an overview of what we have done.

We classify existing work on resolving context inconsistencies into two
categories: application-specific and heuristics-based approaches. The former
focuses on special application domains, for example, using interpolation to
smooth sensor data, or adapting the size of a filtering window to find out
missed RFID reads [Jeffery et al. 2006]. The latter uses various heuristic
rules to select from inconsistent contexts as invalid ones. These different
heuristics reflect human domain knowledge or personal experiences. They
are easy to implement but may not fully hold in practice. For example, the
drop-latest resolution strategy [Chomicki et al. 2003] would choose the lat-
est element that causes any inconsistency with earlier elements as invalid
for discarding, assuming that all earlier elements are consistent and safe for
use.

We have also experimented along these two directions. Our latest work [Xu
et al. 2008] attempted a drop-bad resolution strategy, which aims to formulate
a better heuristics from observations in practical pervasive computing scenar-
ios. This strategy uses the context inconsistency information reported in this
article to identify the contexts that are most likely to be invalid and tries to
minimize the number of discarded contexts. Our effort has produced better
results in identifying invalid contexts and protecting useful contexts for appli-
cations from being destroyed (gaining 20% higher scores). In Xu et al. [2007c],
we attempted to resolve context inconsistencies from the applications perspec-
tive. We analyzed situation specifications from context-aware applications to
make clear how contexts are used in applications and trigger corresponding
adaptations. We used this analysis information, together with context incon-
sistencies reported in this article, to guide the best resolution. Here, “best” is
defined as the criterion of minimizing possible impact on the context aware-
ness of applications. We have studied context-aware metrics such as context
use rate and situation activation rate, which are directly related to context-
aware adaptations for changeable environments. However, we still have is-
sues to explore, for example, how to balance repairing inconsistent contexts
and protecting context-aware adaptations. Besides, we are also studying the
impact of context resolution services on software testing [Lu et al. 2008]. Re-
pairing inconsistent contexts by discarding invalid contexts or updating er-
roneous contexts would introduce unexpected changes to original data flows
in the testing coverage analysis. Lu et al. [2008] proposed a new family of
testing coverage criteria for context-aware applications with context resolution
services.
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8.5 Incremental Constraint Checking Techniques

Some related work has focused on how to efficiently perform consistency check-
ing with respect to predefined constraints. It commonly adopts various incre-
mental techniques to address the efficiency issue.

As analyzed earlier, we classify incremental checking techniques into two
categories: entire constraint checking and partial constraint checking. Entire
constraint checking requires a full rechecking of every affected constraint when-
ever the software artifacts relevant to this constraint have any change, whereas
partial constraint checking needs only parts of every affected constraint to be
rechecked and this is also our proposal. Examples of entire constraint checking
include Xlinkit [Nentwich et al. 2003b], ArgoUML [ArgoUML 2009], and UML
Analyzer [Egyed 2006]. Although they have adopted incremental techniques
to restrict the number of affected constraints that need rechecking, their per-
formance is still not satisfactory in pervasive computing for the checking of
context consistency (e.g., low checking efficiency and high inconsistency miss
rate, as our experimental results have shown). Our proposed partial constraint
checking further refines the checking granularity from a constraint level to a
formula level (i.e., inside a constraint) and exhibits great performance improve-
ment (more than 10 times according to our experimental results).

8.6 Requirement Engineering

Finally, we review the related work on requirement engineering that provides
application scenarios where inconsistency or conflict detection is useful.

Gervasi and Zowghi [2005] discussed the reasoning for inconsistencies in
language requirements. The inconsistencies were recorded for future traceabil-
ity. Felty and Namjoshi [2003] discussed the detection of conflicts in feature
specifications. To resolve detected conflicts, users need to provide decisions
on whether to disable some features to remove the conflicts. Easterbrook and
Chechik [2001] discussed multivalued reasoning for integration of inconsistent
viewpoints. The work checked whether critical software properties remain un-
changed when inconsistent viewpoints are merged. Lamsweerde et al. [1998]
discussed the conflicts of goals in software requirements. Conflicts were re-
solved by introducing new goals or weakening existing goals that cause the
conflicts. Jazayeri and Oberleitner [2005] discussed incompatibility in model-
driven development. This work used a “portability checker” to examine whether
transforming a platform-independent model to a platform-specific model is fea-
sible with respect to predefined mapping constraints.

In these application scenarios, software artifacts under checking (e.g., lan-
guage requirements, feature specifications, software viewpoints, and program
models) basically do not change rapidly or significantly within a short period.
Therefore, the techniques are not directly applicable to dynamic pervasive com-
puting environments. Pervasive applications deliver the requirements of eval-
uating whether their targeted situations occur at certain times and thus be-
come promising application scenarios where our partial constraint checking
applies.
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9. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

In this article, we have studied the intrinsic imperfectness of contexts in per-
vasive computing, and identified a mandate of efficient detection of context
inconsistencies for context-aware applications.

We have proposed a novel partial constraint checking (PCC) approach to con-
text inconsistency detection. Our approach distinguishes reusable checking re-
sults of constraints, which are not affected by the current context changes,
from nonreusable checking results, which need rechecking. We presented the
theoretical foundation of the approach, which precisely quantifies how to opti-
mize constraint checking by reusing previous checking results, and proved the
correctness of our approach. We evaluated our approach against conventional
constraint checking techniques (the ECC approach) on the Cabot middleware.
Both the simulation experiments and case study have demonstrated PCC’s po-
tentials over ECC in context inconsistency detection. PCC is particularly useful
in dynamic pervasive computing environments where contexts change rapidly
and efficient human participation is infeasible.

The main idea of our PCC approach is to keep previous checking results for
later reuse to gain overall efficiency, yet it may incur additional space cost. As
our case study has shown, there may be more than one million contexts re-
ceived by the middleware in one day. The sheer size of contexts posts a due
demand of efficient context management techniques, in terms of both time and
space cost. As we have presented in the evaluation, PCC identified context in-
consistencies and guaranteed a set of contexts fulfilling constraints efficiently.
PCC keeps removing unnecessary branches from consistency computation trees,
where these removed branches represent no longer usable results as time goes
on. Compared to PCC, ECC is relatively poor in checking p erformance and many
necessary validations on contexts have to be delayed. When the number of de-
layed contexts is large in quantity, such delays in checking would cause ECC to
use additional memory and computational efforts to process them, which would
lead to larger consistency computation trees compared with those maintained
in PCC. We have reported that PCC actually used less memory than ECC in both
simulation experiments and the case study. Still, PCC’s space cost for storing
previous checking results is a limitation. We are working on reducing useless
links in the PCC approach because we the links generated in constraint checking
constitute a major part of the total space cost.

Another limitation is also related to link generation: PCC may produce redun-
dant links when a set of contexts is used multiple times in one consistency con-
straint. Simple approaches to removing them (e.g., checking link permutations)
can be computationally expensive. We plan to study this problem by inferring
causal relationships among context inconsistencies. We also plan to extend our
PCC approach to other application scenarios. For example, we are investigating
ways to adapt our PCC semantics to distributed, resource-constrained mobile
nodes (e.g., mobile devices and sensor network motes), and how to apply our
PCC semantics to situation assessment for pervasive applications in a decen-
tralized manner. Timely situation assessment is critical to context-aware ap-
plications because they need to respond quickly to changes in their computing
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environments (e.g., an application detects an available wireless connection and
automatically adapts its behavior to use the connection to send delayed emails,
or avoids its use of the connection if the cost is really expensive). Finally, our
PCC approach reuses previous checking results in a temporal manner (i.e., last
checking results are reused for later rechecking). We are exploring a new partial
checking approach that is conducted spatially, where the last checking results
are reused across different constraints. This would give a finer granularity to
constraint checking.
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